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Interview between Leading Edge and
Xavier Trias i Vidal de Llobatera,
Mayor of Barcelona

LE: Barcelona has recently been named a “European Capital of Innovation”. In your opinion, what have been the
key aspects in order to achieve such recognition?
Having a good team and believing in possibilities have been
essential in being named a European Capital of Innovation.
It is always good to keep in mind that this recognition has
been bestowed on us after our efforts in betting on the
future. Barcelona has always been known as a port city with
vibrant commercial, industrial, sporting and tourism sectors. Saying that, the city made the decision that it was not
enough. We also want to be known as a centre for culture,
knowledge, and creativity, and as a city that promotes the
welfare of its people.
The 21st century is characterised by the technological revolution. We believe that this is going to change everything,
and we want Barcelona to be a major player in this future.
That is why we are the World Mobile Capital and part of
the Smart Cities proposal. As part of this initiative, we work
with other cities, universities and enterprises such as Cisco,
Telefónica and Indra. These efforts have been noted, which
is why Barcelona has the image of a model city that cares
and protects its citizens' quality of life. It is this image that
has helped us win the sympathy of the European Union,
and also what makes our city brand so strong. We cannot
compete directly with other cities like London, Paris or San
Francisco, yet we won the Mobile World Congress against
Paris. Barcelona is not a big city or a state capital, but what
we do here is exported to the rest of the world, in effect
other parts of the world want to replicate our model. When
FORTUNE named me the 46th greatest world leader, it
was because we go everywhere explaining how cities ought
to be, and how Barcelona can be an example to others.
LE: Barcelona is a Smart Cities movement leader. What
else can be done to further establish Barcelona as a Smart
City? What role can investors play in this project?
There are many things left to do, as this is only the beginning of the movement, and we can still engage and involve
more cities, universities and enterprises. We want to create
applications that serve the people, and have them be a
success. We also started the City Protocol Society (CPS), a
gathering of different actors—among them cities, universi-
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ties and enterprises—whose purpose is to think about the
concept of being a Smart City. We want to ensure that we
are not duplicating efforts, and that we can learn from each
other’s strong points. In this sense we want all cities to be
involved in the CPS; for it to become a motor of development and a model for others, keeping in mind that our goal
is to improve the life and welfare of citizens.
Barcelona has a great challenge, which is to be among
the most entrepreneurial and creative cities in Europe and
Spain, despite this context of economic difficulties. This
objective needs discipline, and my first decision as Mayor
was to have no deficit. My second decision was to pay all
bills within 30 days, to show that we are solvent and trustworthy. Barcelona invests up to €500 million a year, mostly
in new technologies, making our city a success story and a
very strong brand. Unfortunately, there are people having a
rough time in the city, and we have an elevated unemployment rate. This has partly been the product of 15 years of
immigration to Catalonia, with a big share of it low-skilled
workers. We are trying to address the situation through
economic activity, by taking advantage of the diversified
economy of Barcelona. We have a buoyant industrial sector
recuperating from the global financial crisis, an important
textile sector with companies like Desigual and Mango, a
great design sector which we are growing with the Design
Hub Barcelona, and a dynamic tourism sector. Couple that
with the fact that we are a port city, a transportation hub,
and a city with lots of conferences and congresses, and I
think we are on the right track.
LE: Investment in infrastructure has been essential for the
city’s growth. What is your vision for the expansion of Barcelona as a global platform for transport and logistics?
There is investment in the port, where Hutchison Port
Holdings has been involved in renovating and expanding
the port so as to become the arrival point of Asian products to Europe. Furthermore, we are planning new road
and railway accesses to the port that will permit the rapid
transport of goods with freight trains through the trans-European transport networks. There is also another important
investment by Salamanca Group in Port Vell, which seeks
to transform the area to cater to the the repair and maintenance of superyachts. Another initiative is the new marina,
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which is being built at the moment. Aside from the port, we
should also mention the high-speed AVE train which connects us to France, which brings Paris closer, but also cities
in the south of France. With that in mind we are building La Sagrera station, which will be the most important
train station in Barcelona. Other projects include district
22@ which is centred on design, and companies tied to
the Smart Cities initiative. These initiatives are possible
because of our work with private companies.

We are a global city and are
open to others whilst staying
true to ourselves, so we continue
to have our distinct culture.

LE: Tourist arrivals have grown from 2.5 million in 1993
to 7.6 million in 2013. How will the city continue to benefit
from tourism, while keeping its unique culture?
Too much tourism can generate problems, yet the benefits
of it far outweigh any harm. I think that the greatest benefit
tourism brings to any city is that it opens the minds of the
residents. The great change that Barcelona has experienced
is not only due to tourism, but to the millions of people
that have made of this city their permanent home, many
of them coming from Asia, South America and Africa.
This has altered the configuration of the city, and it is very
positive. It does not mean that we have lost our culture
or personality, but that we have enriched our common,
shared location. We are a global city and are open to others
whilst staying true to ourselves, so we continue to have our
distinct culture, but it is also evident that in certain neighbourhoods you see people from all over the world.
Barcelona also enjoys a fortunate geographical location
on the Mediterranean coast. It has four different seasons,
which are all reasonably mild. Anyone in Barcelona can
enjoy the beach in the morning, and in the afternoon be
skiing in the Pyrenees, which are only an hour and a half
away. All of this gives the city huge opportunities, and it
is true that sometimes our success has meant that we have
had to require a certain type of order, we regulate in order
to preserve the city’s character. Believing that cities do not
change is a mistake, because they do, and that a good thing.
LE: The education sector is an axis for development and
inclusion. What projects can you highlight that help maintain Barcelona's position as a pioneer in the field of education?
In Barcelona, as in the rest of Spain, we have a universal
educational system which provides everyone with opportunities. Even people with limited means can access a good
education with very few costs. University costs are also reasonable, specifically when looking at the level of excellence.
On top of that we also have many private education centres,
and among them one of the best business schools in the
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world. We have top level research facilities for biomedicine
and energy amongst other sectors. One of the areas where
we can still improve is our languages skills, especially
English. We have done a pretty good job, and most young
people have a decent level of English, yet this is not enough.
I expect for this investment to continue regardless of the
current economic situation. It would be a grave mistake to
stop investing in research. As a city Barcelona is committed
to being a knowledge hub.
LE: The Barcelona brand is strong and one of the most
important intangible assets of the city. You are creating a
public-private partnership agency to manage the brand.
Can you explain what the agency intends on doing?
As I have said, the Barcelona brand really took off after the
Olympic Games. Now, we are looking to grow the brand in
non-sports areas. We are focusing on promoting the brand
and relating it to culture and creativity, which is also a huge
part of our history. This is all part of becoming a Smart
City. We want to be known for the welfare of our citizens,
for the equality and social justice we enjoy. These are
important aspects of our international image. People want
to live in Barcelona. We must maintain our philosophy of
a city with a heart where the quality of life is good. The
agency that we are establishing will decide the mechanism
through which people can use our brand, whether they
are nearby towns or enterprises. It will be made up of 350
business people, both foreign and local, who will seek to
promote our brand all over the world.
LE: Our guide does not discuss politics, but the subject of
Catalonia’s independence is in the international press and
could at some stage start worrying potential investors.
In my experience, I don’t think they are very worried about
the subject; at least I haven’t met any investor who is.
Some politicians, mainly European politicians, are worried
because they see the danger, in that it [the independence
movement] might spread to other areas within the EU.
Investors who come to see me don’t talk about the subject
– instead they want to know how the city works. And still,
even with all this talk of independence, investors are still
investing a lot of money in the city.
LE: In your opinion, how will Barcelona, and foreign companies investing here be affected by an independent Catalonia?
I think that the current dependency of Catalonia on the
rest of Spain is suppressing important opportunities for
Catalonia. It is inconceivable that Catalonia, as one of the
main economic motors of Spain, has to contribute money
to the rest of Spain to the extent that Catalonia ends up in
deficit. I think people realise that this has to stop, because
it does not work for us. I always tell people that the problem is not so much independence, but more so the degree
of dependency we have. Catalonia could be independent
within Spain or an independent state within Europe. What
would happen? Nothing would happen. They say that if
we gain independence we will be kicked out everywhere.

© Matthi / shutterstock.com

Well, I think we will have to wait and see. To be honest, I
think what we have to explain and focus on now, is that the
current situation is unsustainable, so something needs to
change. Although Barcelona is economically sound, and
better positioned than many other Spanish and European
cities - because we have no deficit, we pay our bills within
30 days, and so on - the current European context and the
centralist politics of the government of Spain are harming
us. An independent Catalonia will be better able to more
effectively administer itself, benefiting both the city and
businesses. If the situation does change we will be very
happy, however they always say it’s going to change but it
never does. If we do not put pressure [on central government], nothing is going to change, that is clear. This is a big
challenge that at the end of the day is not coming from the
politicians, no, the most curious fact is that it is the population, in larger numbers than politicians, who are peacefully
demonstrating in the streets against the dependence we
have on Spain, and asking to be allowed to choose. There is
a conflict that needs to be addressed, and I always say that
when there is a conflict it should better be solved ‘before
the trains crash’. Unfortunately sometimes it is true that it
has to be solved once they have crashed.

© Catwalker / shutterstock.com

LE: Any final words for our readers?
My message to investors is that we are a serious and solvent
population. We know the importance of work done well,
and have a vocation for leadership. Barcelona is a city with
a huge capacity for work and knowledge, and is looking to
become a leader in new technologies. If you believe in such
things you should come. As well as that, we have a beautiful
city that stands alongsie the Mediterranean Sea. It is an
incomparable geographical location with great weather.
© pedrosala / shutterstock.com
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Perspective
/pəˈspɛktɪv/ noun - true understanding of the relative
importance of things; a sense of proportion
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Barcelona

BARCELONA. A city of world-renowned culture, from the architecture of Gaudi, to his lesser-known compatriots such as Lluis Domenech i Muntaner and
Josep Puig, all of whose work is both beautiful and challenging to the casual
viewer. The city of Barcelona FC, ‘mes que un club’, the home of Messi, Neymar,
Xavi, and previously Ronaldinho to name a few. A home of mass city tourism,
the like only seen in such vast numbers in world Alpha cities like London, Paris
and New York. A city of the Olympics, a city of forward thinking, and of urban
planning in the grandest of sweeping statements.
Barcelona is much more than simply the second-biggest city in Spain, it is
also an important home to the independence movement that has gripped Catalonia with increased fervour since the advent of the recent recession. Yet it is
not a city that is inward looking, retreating back into itself, it is one led by people looking outwards, past its borders and towards the rest of Europe, and the
world, mirroring its past as a home of exploration and a city that made its great
wealth from trading with the colonies of the Spanish state.
It is also a home to great innovation in all aspects of life for residents and
visitors alike, and as Mayor of Barcelona, Xavier Trias i Vidal de Llobatera, said
in his interview: “We want to be known as a centre for culture, knowledge, and
creativity, and as a city that promotes the welfare of its people.” It is this that
we set out to show you, our esteemed reader. How has the capital of Catalonia made efforts to outgrow the crisis at home and with international markets?
What efforts are the political and business leaders making to push the city and
its regions further forward? How are they attracting inward investment, and
with what aims?
Barcelona is also an important distribution hub for the Mediterranean, a regional powerhouse of exporting with one of the areas biggest food distribution
centres in Mercabarna, contained within Zona Franca, again, a leading free zone
just on the city’s periphery. A bustling international airport that is the country’s
busiest, with over four million arrivals in August alone, and Europe’s single most
important cruise port, that in a single day attracted over 31,000 arrivals, even
before the city became the home port of the ‘Allure of the Seas’, Royal Caribbean’s
biggest vessel. Exciting times for the port look set to continue, with huge investment from Chinese shipping giants, and increased productivity that outstrips
many of its competitors.
Apart from the notion of independence that is rippling through Catalonia,
the city is also the home of the Union of the Mediterranean, a multilateral partnership aiming at increasing the potential for regional integration and cohesion
among Euro-Mediterranean countries. The Union for the Mediterranean is in-
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A beautiful horizon,
a jewel in the sun
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sure suppliers are paid in no more than 30 days, which, alongside other measures, have seen the Fitch credit rating agency,
as of 18 October 2013, positively assess the city’s liquidity for
2012, and to highlight the dynamic economy and good debt
indicators for the Catalan capital. The agency also maintained
the maximum rating allowable given the sovereign debt of the
Kingdom of Spain (BBB-). Standard & Poor’s ratings review
in July highlighted the City Council’s good economic management and the city’s budgetary and financial situation, maintaining the indicative credit level of ‘AA’, although the official
rating is BBB-/negative/A-3, due to the situation across the
country. This rating takes into account many positive factors
like financial management, liquidity, and financial execution,
in addition to highlighting solid on-going budgetary compliance.
Overall the situation in Barcelona is positive, AA you could
say. But how the city continues its bureaucratic revolution, and
the way in which it implements the reforms it wants to, whilst
at the same time dealing with the independence debate, and
allaying any international investors' fears about direct investment into the city, will show how it can continue to grow and
stay as desirable as it already is.

© Lilyana Vynogradova / shutterstock.com
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spired by the shared political will to revitalise efforts to transform the Mediterranean into an area of peace, democracy, cooperation and prosperity. The creation of a joint secretariat is
a keystone in this partnership. The Secretariat is contributing
to reinforcing co-ownership of new Mediterranean relations
through concrete regional cooperation projects.
Recently awarded the title of City of Innovation, Barcelona
has also looked for innovative ways to deal with the inevitable budget cuts the recession brought to the city’s coffers. In a
ground-breaking challenge, the city council, or ajuntamento,
asked the world to solve six problems the city has, from reducing bicycle theft to creating empowering support systems that
must reduce social isolation in the city’s residents. By turning
the local government system of service procurement on its
head, Barna (as it is locally known) has shown that reductions
in budgets might not have to mean such painful reductions in
services provided, but in the way in which they are provided.
22@ is the city’s innovation centre, and within the district,
situated in Poble Nou in the north of the city, multiple entrepreneurship incubators are hard at work searching for solutions to the problems modern, growing cities must deal with
if their populations are to live in relative harmony. Many technology companies have set up shop in the city, taking advantage of relatively low wages, a simplified business situation and
the desire of prospective employees to work in what is a sunny,
open Mediterranean city.
And although the economic situation has not fully recovered since 2008, the signs are pointing to a resurgent Barcelona. The Catalan, Spanish and European economies have pulled
out of the recession and posted positive quarter-on-quarter
GDP growth in the third quarter of 2013, although economic
stakeholders continue to make decisions that are conditioned
by fiscal adjustment, restructuring of the financial system and
the credit crunch. Recent internal demand indicators such as
the retail sales rate and vehicle registration rate are on the up,
and there is a visible, positive evolution of industrial activities
and improved business confidence in the region, pointing to
the beginning of economic recovery in Catalonia and the Barcelona area. The GDP of Barcelona in 2010 was €61 billion,
which makes up 30.2% of Catalonia’s, with per capita GDP
currently standing at €38,500. The city has a diversified economic structure, which is dominated by the tertiary sector,
and has significant contributions from strategic sectors, whilst
industry continues to carry significant weight.
Barcelona is also a centre for research and biotechnology of
the highest measure, with just 0.1% of the world’s population,
but yet accounting for nearly 1% of global scientific production, from nearly 150 research centres, 60 of which carry out
studies on life sciences. The average growth for the sector in
Catalonia is almost 30%, which compares favourably with the
rest of Europe and the world, and also shows the governments
push to expand the Catalan economy towards high value services and products, with eyes on becoming recession proof in
the future. And regarding the business of selling the products
once they have been developed, in Barcelona there are two of
the top 20 business schools in the world based in the city, once
again highlighting the forward thinking of the city when it
comes to holistically exploiting both its favourable geographic
position, and its well educated, highly skilled human capital.
The City Council is in good financial health and applies rigorous budgetary and economic management measures to en-

© ncristian / shutterstock.com
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Sònia Recasens i Alsina (SR)

Deputy Mayor for Economy, Enterprises and Employment

SR: The Mayor set two main priorities when we were elected
to the City Council, one of them being the fight against the
crisis and the second one being the quality of the services
we provide. I’ve addressed those goals by working to achieve
both economic progress and social progress, because there
is no social progress without economic progress and vice
versa. The policies that bring economic growth would not
be understood if there's no equitable distribution of income
with impact in the whole city, and also creation of jobs.
There are a large number of projects, like for example the
Mobile World Capital, which are led by a public-private
consortium and have direct economic impact in terms of
capital inflows. We cannot quantify how much of the foreign
investment comes because of our brand or international
prestige, or how much comes because our Mayor attends a
summit somewhere or because we have carried economic
missions in Colombia, USA or China, or how much comes
due to the organisation of fairs in Barcelona. In the end,
Barcelona attracts many companies and investment, for
example by Cisco, Schneider, Oracle or our latest agreement
with Adobe, so we are also working to brand Barcelona
as a business friendly city. Beyond our recognized brand
in tourism, architecture, gastronomy, culture, where we
already are very well positioned, we want to build a brand
for Barcelona in terms economic growth, ease to open
companies, a fast bureaucracy, zero deficit administration,
payments in 30 days to the administration's providers, the
Barcelona Growth Centre, etc.

The City Council launched a process
called “Open Challenge” which
consists of defining and addressing six
major challenges that Barcelona faces.
LE: You have recently opened the new Office of Attention
to the Company (OAE), a one stop shop that concentrates
all enablers to promote the creation and growth of enterprises. What results do you expect from this?

- BIO -

Sonia Recasens joined the
Democratic Union of Catalonia
(UDC) in 1992, and has been
a member of Intercomarcal
Barcelona since 1996. Recasens
is currently the president of the
Municipal Services Corporation,
BSM, Barcelona Activa,
Mercabarna and vice president of
the Tourist Board of Barcelona.
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SR: Our goals are set from two perspectives. On one hand
it is to serve the businesses in all those things they might
need. In this sense we have partnered with the Chamber
of Commerce, CECOT trade association, the Barcelona
Design Centre, and we are working signing a partnership
with PIMEC among others with the objective of working
through these partnerships to serve the companies in any
need they might have. On the other hand, we are fighting
the perception that society has of the administration as a
slow and bureaucratic body. By checking the facts we can
see that this image is something that is not based on reality
many times, but since the people still believe the opposite we
are developing a front office where the companies can have
a direct dialogue with the administration and through the
chamber of commerce we can find out in what areas we are
not being efficient enough.

LE: Much emphasis has been given on the need to help
enterprises, especially SMEs and entrepreneurs. In the
current economic context what are in your opinion the
more effective measures?
SR: One measure in particular is the payment in 30 days
that the administration guarantees to providers. The
feedback we get from the business community is that this
has been one of the measures with higher impact in the
economy. When we contract companies for public works
we are not only generating jobs but we are also injecting
liquidity in those companies thanks to this payment in
30 days, and that liquidity allows those companies to
keep cash flows activated. Another measure is the “Bonos
Compromiso” (Commitment bonds), a measure with an
economic impact of €22 million, with the goal of creating
1,300 jobs that are recently taking off. This is direct aid to
the companies ranging from €6,000 to €18,000 but, very
important to say, focused on the people and the workers
since we ask for the guarantee from the company that they
will hire a worker for at least 18 months, and we do this
because we don't want to help companies to create any
type of job but quality jobs. After working 18 months in the
private sector, the workers will have added value to their
curriculum’s and increased their employability.
LE: Beyond sectors directly related to innovation and research, for which Barcelona has a clear commitment, how
are you looking to increase competitiveness in the “traditional” sectors?
SR: First, many times people ask me “what do you prefer,
betting on emerging sector or traditional sectors?” And
I always answer the same thing, and it is that I don't
understand the traditional sectors without the emerging
ones and vice versa. This is not black or white, it doesn't
make any sense to make a bet only on emerging sectors
which, by the way, they are not that emerging anymore.
Our focus is how all these high technology sectors help the
traditional sector to be more efficient and competitive. For
example, the automotive industry is now developing the
electric car; the textile sector is innovating with not only
design fabrics but also intelligent fabrics for NASA or high
performance sports; the food industry in Mercabarna where
we have a huge agro-alimentary platform were a company is
developing new ways of fruit freezing; in tourism the trend
goes towards experiential activities, and this type of tourism
is totally linked to be in touch with the visitor and that is
achieved through technology and apps, and so on and so
forth. Secondly, the City Council launched a process called
“Open Challenge” which consists of defining and addressing
six major challenges that Barcelona faces. We did an
international call for companies to compete and solve these
challenges, and the prize is not only economic, which already
exists everywhere else, but what we do is that the City
Council will buy the product and implement it in the city—
this is much more valuable for those companies than any
recognition or award. And third, we are developing projects
for the creation of corporate incubators and accelerators.
This means that all the great corporations that come to
Barcelona which need innovative solutions for their products
can incubate start-ups under their umbrella.
LEADING EDGE BARCELONA 2015
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LE: What would you highlight as the most important
achievements of this administration and what policies or
measures have proven to be the most effective?

IN -D E P T H
Barcelona, a city moving forward

Thanks to massive budget cuts and falling tax receipts, the city council
has been looking for savings wherever possible. How has this affected
Barcelona’s innovative policies?

WHAT IS AN INNOVATIVE CITY? A question that surely
all leaders of civic municipalities ask themselves when they
are faced with budget cuts that far outstrip anything that has
come before. The crisis of 2008, that is only now beginning to
recede, caused havoc with the budgets of both cities and countries, and led to a reduction in spending that has left many
services once thought sacrosanct, hanging on by a thread.
However, even with less money, the populations of cities keep
on growing, as populations chase opportunity to work and also
for the betterment of their lives.
The question, as always, is how to keep the civic life of a city
alive while painful restructuring continues apace. Looking for
external investment is one way to find the necessary capital,
but in this respect many of the cities of the world are competing for the same ever-diminishing pot. However, capital
always finds a way to the biggest possible returns, and the idea
of the innovative city is one that is very appealing for investor, because, simply put, much of the technology that will be
developed can be used horizontally across borders, and sizes,
of cities throughout the world. This boost, the idea that what
works in one city may very well work in another as well, means
that capital is likely to seek out a home where it can grow.
Take, for example, the gardeners of Barcelona making their
rounds through the Parc del Centre del Poble Nou, who these
days are as likely to be carrying tablets as trowels, pipes and
hoses. This is because the city recently moved many of its irrigation points to an Internet-based system, which allows for
full control and monitoring of the connected system. While it
is useful for the city to be able to manage the water system
at the swipe of a tablet keyboard rather than turning a knob
on a pipe, a great deal of the advantage is in the data that the
new system sends back to a central software system the city
has built, where the controllers can have an overview of the
entire system.
The irrigation system is one of over 24 smart systems that
the city is building to aid the progression towards becoming
a smarter, more innovative city. Data from their sensors is
processed by three open software platforms, where it is collected and analysed for insights as to how the city’s water system could be more efficiently run. In the neighbourhood now
called 22@Barcelona (but also known as Poble Nou), which
was financed with around €184 million of taxpayer funds, the
data is put to further use by creating apps and other programs
to be tested in an ‘urban’ laboratory for smart city technology.
As regards Barcelona’s irrigation system, sensors in the
ground offer live data on humidity, temperature, wind velocity, sunlight, and atmospheric pressure. That means, for example, that gardeners can decide what the plants need based
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on that data and adapt their schedule to avoid over-watering.
Residents of the city, or indeed, anywhere in the world, can
check the data on an online map. The initial investment was
around €300,000 in building the first phase, which was finalised in March. The city council estimated that the system
would cut water usage by about a quarter, resulting in savings
of €460,000 a year, a smart investment for a city that not too
long ago had to import drinking water by ship from nearby
regions when conditions became too hot, and local reservoirs
began to fall to dangerously low levels.
The Barcelona Open Challenge is another way the city is
trying out new and innovative ways of improving the lives of
its residents. The city challenged companies to create solutions for abstract problems that many cities face, such as over
crowded streets in shopping areas and bottlenecks in the city,
bicycle theft, and, a challenge to reduce social isolation. The
latter is a challenge that may find uses throughout the world,
as populations are growing older, communities are becoming
more and more disparate as people move more often, which
can often leave older residents isolated in their homes. To reduce this, Barcelona wants to look at how technology can be
used to create a deeper sense of not only community, but also
help older residents feel there is someone out there for them.
In this regard, the City Council has found that the isolation
and loneliness of the elderly have devastating effects on their
health and quality of life, in that, for example, the effects of
smoking on this section of the population, and in the case of
Barcelona and Europe, the trend is upward. For this reason,
Barcelona promotes the creation of a platform to strengthen
the relationship between people who support the elderly, both
in the formal framework, such as the care and health field, as
the more informal one, through family, friends, neighbours
and volunteers, so that they provide better care and reduce
isolation.
i2CAT Foundation was the winner of this part of the competition, and the Barcelona-based company, whose vision is
to show ‘excellence in Research and Innovation in the field of
Future Internet, and to establish itself as a reference partner at
international level to lead its application in the principal economic, industrial and social sectors, developed a solution that
could solve many of the ageing populations issues with social
isolation.
The solution proposed by i2CAT, named ConnectaBCN, is
based on an open source multi-platform tool with communication, video and voice service capabilities, with social media
benefits and video storage, with a calendar to support daily activities and manage appointments, an alert system, encrypted
and secure storage of important documents and personal data,

PERSPECTIVE

Barcelona, a city
moving forward

elements of health monitoring, and advice and training as regards the use of the tool. Additionally, the tool will have the
ability to add new applications and functions of third parties
as and when they are developed, so the tool can be adapted to
the future needs of citizens.
These two projects may not seem like they will change
the world, or indeed the face of modern city administrations.
However, if city councils can make savings, and improve water
usage and also the lives of its elderly residents, then the path to
create up-to-date and useful technological solutions to many
problem can not be far out of reach. That money can be saved
in both of these areas and the services they provide improved,
and by using technology shows that if the administrations of
cities, and indeed countries, move with the technology and
interpret problems they encounter in a 21st century way, reduced budgets need not necessarily mean lower quality. Just
ask the plants of Barcelona how they feel.
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Barcelona promotes the creation of a platform to
strengthen the relationship between people who support
the elderly, both in the formal framework, such as the care
and health field, as the more informal one, through family,
friends, neighbours and volunteers, so that they provide
better care and reduce isolation.
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Núria Betriu i Sánchez (NB)
CEO, ACCIÓ

NB: Our mission is to support the competitiveness of the
economy and our enterprises, and we do it through a triple
action program: internationalisation, innovation and
growth.
In terms of exports we are interested in consolidation.
Many companies have increased exports during this time of
weak domestic demand, and we want to continue to consolidate that even when the domestic market has recovered.
This is good for the competitiveness of our economy and,
in fact, we even help and encourage companies to directly
invest in other countries since the bigger their corporate
structure is, including their operations overseas, the bigger
they need to be back home, and that's positive for us in
terms of economic strength and employment levels.
In 2013 exports grew by €58.4 billion when compared to
2012, and beat the record for the third year in a row, and
the number of exporting companies grew 6.8% year on
year, beating yet another record as well. In terms of export
companies in 2014, by Q3 the numbers have already exceeded the ones from the previous year.

In the area of innovation we
have one of the biggest challenges,
where we want to generate
innovative companies and
make the current ones even more
innovative.
LE: Which policies have been more effective in order to
achieve those good results?
NB: It is a mixture of aspects, from one side Catalan companies from different sectors have made huge efforts to be
competitive in the global market, and, above all, because
part of this improvement in business competitiveness is
based on innovative products and technological development. The Government has used a lot of resources to help
these companies, and make sure they are prepared for the
international leap. We have 35 offices around the world
where we develop prospective markets, establish relationships and facilitate business development for Catalan companies willing to penetrate said markets. It is crucial that
our companies go to the different countries knowing how
to position their product, what the sales channels are, if it
makes sense to consolidate their product there, and so on.
In parallel to our offices around the world, we organise
commercial missions to a bigger number of countries, and
with the Catalan Government we also generate financial
tools so that the companies can take on these challenges
more easily.
Regarding innovation, we don't only want to generate
new technology, but on top of that what we want is for our
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companies use innovation as part of their core business
model, as regards competitiveness. But more than that, our
challenge is to internationalise innovation. In this sense,
two aspects that we consider interesting are: our capacity
to export not only products but also knowledge, and to
leverage globalisation by partnering with other players
overseas to develop innovation.
All these projects have a very important promotional
factor, which is sharing talent. Catalonia represents 0.1% of
the world's population but we generate 1% of the scientific production, and we also have business schools in the
world's top 10. This proves our capacity of building talent,
and there's also a lot of talent overseas, so being able to
exchange it is the base for our companies to innovate and
internationalise that innovation.
LE: What is your strategy at a local level to help improve
the competitiveness and job creation in Barcelona?
NB: We have a lot of programmes in different areas that
work towards creating jobs and improving business
competitiveness in Catalonia and especially in Barcelona,
where most companies are located. In the area of innovation we have one of the biggest challenges, where we want
to generate innovative companies and make the current
ones even more innovative. Our long-term strategy goes
through strengthening the role of the technological centres,
which already have a strong presence in Catalonia. After a
long process this region achieved a historical milestone in
2014 which was the initiation of the merger process of the
six main technology centres into one, where the regional
government will provide €45 million until 2016.
This is an important strategy towards having a great
centre capable of generating more technology, being more
effective and having a relevant role in the transfer of knowledge and products. In fact, by 2016 the prospects are that
the centre will generate revenues of €100 million which is
double the amount of the sum of the six centres in 2013.
It is important to state that the city of Barcelona is a top
destination in Europe for international companies. The
Catalan Government and ACCIÓ play an active role in
attracting foreign investment and in fact, 5,700 international firms now operate from Catalonia. Our region is the
number one destination in continental Europe for foreign
investment, according to the ranking from FDI Markets, an
offshoot of the Financial Times.
Our goals go beyond the objectives of the European Union (EU), we want industry to represent 25% of Catalonia's
GDP since we already are on the 20% that the EU considers optimum. This policy runs parallel with the development of the EU’s RIS3 (Research and Innovation Smart
Specialisation Strategy), where Catalonia has identified
seven fields in which it has fixed a series of strategies and
priorities for the coming years to consolidate the industrial
sector. Those fields are: food industry; chemistry, energy
and resources; industrial systems; design; sustainable mobility; health and sciences of life; and cultural and experience based industries.
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LE: What programmes define the economic promotion
strategy of ACCIÓ and what have been your achievements
so far?
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B R IEF I N G
Barcelona innovation overview - Bridging the digital divide

BARCELONA is an innovative city, a city that is looking towards the future, and
wants to learn from the administrative and budgetary mistakes of the past. But
in the current climate of budget cuts and falling tax receipts, how can a city continue to provide essential services to its population, and at the same time, try to
improve them in such a climate? It is a question that the leaders of many world
cities are asking themselves, especially when taking into consideration the fact
that over 66% of the world’s population will be urbanites by the 2050. Changing demographics – fewer children and ageing populations – coupled with the
aforementioned rapidly urbanising populations, present huge challenges for the
leaders of cities, and indeed countries, but also opportunities for a revolution in
the services provided, and also in the way in which they are provided.
In the digital age, there is less and less need for physical infrastructure as
regards many services local and national governments provide – such as pension
payments, unemployment payments, organising tax and healthcare and so on
– meaning the expensive upkeep of buildings can be reduced. However, this in
itself presents other challenges – such as understanding of the digital world for
older generations, and the cost of access and hardware for cash strapped parents
and young people. Alternatively, it also allows for free thinkers to stretch their
minds as to how these issues of access can be crossed. Bridging the digital divide
if you will. And leading the charge to cross this bridge is Barcelona, a recently
anointed City of Innovation, a world leader in the Smart Cities movement and
the host of many of the tech world’s busiest events, such as the Mobile World
Conference.
Barcelona is also uniquely privileged in its provision of world class educative
establishments, and the unique position it holds on the Mediterranean Sea, situated as it is as the pivot point for access to North Africa, Southern and Central
Europe and as a bridging point for long haul flights to the rest of the world. To
take full advantage of these aspects, local government has pushed the city hard
towards becoming a hub for technological advancement, of new schemes designed to make the city more liveable for its citizens, and as an area that can push
the impact of technology away from the laboratory and into real life situations.
The creation of the 22@ district, in the neighbourhood known as Poble Nou,
a former industrial area that missed out on much of the regeneration efforts
during the boom years before and after the Barcelona Olympics of 1992, has fast
become a centre for innovation and entrepreneurship.
As part of the new-found focus on technology and innovation, the city council initiated a new ‘challenge’ for developers that breaks with the mould of government provision for services. Instead of specifying exactly what they wanted,
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Barcelona innovation
overview – Bridging the
digital divide
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the council presented six challenges that needed to be solved,
ranging from preventing bicycle theft, empowering support
systems that reduce social isolation, monitoring pedestrian
flows in the city, tools for the digitisation of museum and archive collections, automatic detection and alerts of damaged
road surfaces, and empowering local retailers through technology. Although these may not seem to be the most pressing
aspects a city could solve’ they are aspects of modern city life
that, if improved, will not only generate savings, but also increase citizens' welfare in the city and ideally reduce spending.
To feed this innovation in the city, the council are working
closely with multiple private businesses, such as the internationally renowned FIRA, to bring companies that fit the ideal
of a digitally forward thinking Barcelona. The Mobile World
Conference, now in its fourth year in the city, is a prime example of putting Barcelona on the digital map. Each year the
event grows and brings further revenue into the city in the
form of MICE tourism (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences,
Exhibitions), but also places Barcelona on the international
stage for such forward thinking events, where the world can
see the effort the council and private business is putting into
making Barcelona, and Catalonia, the digital hub for the Mediterranean.
Barcelona has secured serious investment from multiple
international organisations as regards the Smart Cities movement, with Cisco being one of the latest companies to invest
in the city by building an Internet of Everything (IoE) centre

in Ca l’Alier, a 19th century heritage building at the core of the
22@Barcelona district, as part of the new Smart City Campus. The company will invest some €24 million over a five year
period on the facility’s restoration, innovation lab, IT equipment, as well as for the acquisition of engineering, application
development and research talent. Although the initial investment may not seem a sizeable amount, the very fact that Barcelona was selected alongside Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Songdo
in South Korea, Toronto in Canada, and Berlin in Germany,
shows the great strides made by the city in becoming an attractive centre for such developmental work.
But the idea of innovation that is taking hold in Barcelona
is not only about grand ideas and ground-breaking technological advances; it is also linked to improving each and every
citizen's life through big, or small means. Take for instance the
"Dishes a la carte’" website, which provides restaurant owners
the opportunity to properly translate some of the more unusual plates that come from Catalan cuisine.
The site has a list of over 7,000 recipes that have been made
available by the Secretariat of Linguistic Policy, together with
the Centre for Terminology (Termcat) in five languages to
avoid the issues that sometimes arise when names are translated automatically. This small, simplistic idea highlights what
the city council and the administration want to do: improve
all aspects of life in the city utilising technology. Big or small,
Barcelona is firmly on the way to becoming one of the most
connected cities in the world.
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Josep M. Piqué Huerta (JM)
CEO, Office of Economic Growth - Barcelona Activa

JM: Before answering this question, we must do a little
flashback. Barcelona, 150 years ago, was designed through
the “Plan Cerdá" — the expansion of old Barcelona from
the medieval design. Therefore, the Barcelona coming from
the Roman era needed a serious dose of urban planning
to develop and connect the old city with the new one. It
is important to note that, because the urban planning
of this project is a long-term plan for the city. 22@ is an
area which, already more than 100 years ago, was the
industrial centre of Barcelona at that time, equipped with
the technologies that were available, both energetic and
productive. The main activity at that time was textile
production, therefore the Poblenou area called itself the
Catalan Manchester. In the late 1950s when, for various
reasons, a process of obsolescence and degradation begun.
This was our challenge to see what we could do with these
100 blocks to enter the 21st century. The raw material of
the knowledge economy is neither energy nor factories, but
talent. The city of Barcelona has to provide a platform for
talent, for professional and personal development. There is
where we see the great value of the city of Barcelona, with a
district where you can live and work. There is a strategy of
the Smart City, where there is a process of integration and
inclusion at an economic and social level.
LE: How does the area help the population of the district
to get a job within the companies established there?
JM: This model is very much aligned to those of the European Union reforms. The city is preparing its "hard factors"
to create mobility plans and sustainability, but also to give
economic opportunities in the knowledge economy. It is
no longer a Barcelona for Catalonia but a Barcelona for
the world. It is a global platform where global talent comes
here to work in the world, not Barcelona, and where local
talent is given the opportunity to develop for the international markets.

The city of Barcelona has to
provide a platform for talent,
for professional and personal
development. That is where we
see the great value of the city of
Barcelona, with a district where
you can live and work.
governance. We put administration, business and universities to work together.
We are now developing the RIS3 of Barcelona, of which
obviously the 22@ sectors are a part of, it also includes
food industry or other sectors we have in the city, like
tourism. More than the IT industry, we want to specialise
in activities related to mobile technology, knowing that
Barcelona is a Mobile World Capital. We are going to create
a business incubator for the mobile sector.
The five sectors of 22@: Design, IT media, energy, health
and development have a private public platform. It is important that the vision is "top down" but also "bottom up".
The structured dialogue of the sharing of vision and actions
has to be aligned.
In the end we have three Barcelona's, the Barcelona
platform for service activities where people come, we add
value and they have paid for it, the Barcelona platform that
receives material from the whole world and we add value
too, and the third would be the Barcelona knowledge platform where the critical factor is talent. That's what gives
Barcelona a great diversity. Professionals working in the
city can work and live in it.
The challenge is that Barcelona is a city where you have
to combine two elements. Large companies are those that
have a presence in all countries and have a very significant
investment capacity, but lack the fresh flow of innovation
that new entrepreneurs provide. In fact, Barcelona Activa
has a very clear programme about this, which is to support
entrepreneurial projects in various sectors. It is the secret
of the success of Silicon Valley for example with the combination of large companies and start-ups.

LE: How is the RIS3 programme — Research and Innovation Smart Specialisation Strategy — applied in member
countries of the EU, changing the face of innovation and
technology sectors in the city of Barcelona. What are the
areas of specialisation of Barcelona?
JM: RIS3 European policy makes regions be explicit about
where they want to specialise. This smart specialisation
is required to receive funds, but above all it is a question
that forces specialisation. Barcelona has already done this
exercise. In this case, you will see that in the 22@, there is
an exercise of specialisation in five sectors that explains the
capabilities within the territory. We speak of the "Urban
Clusters" where there is a concentration process. The entire
value chain of research centres, science centres, large and
new companies are all physically concentrated. The city
promotes the policy of "clusters" and creates a shared vision
for each of the sectors with a body of public and private
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LE: 22@ Barcelona is the foremost urban transformation
project the city has seen in recent years. What were the
beginnings of this project and why did Barcelona decide
to implement 22@ Barcelona in this specific area?

IN -D E P T H
Innovation is the name of the game for Barcelona

As the world economy begins to rebound, Barcelona is at the forefront
of the innovation game, making the city better for its residents and
transforming the cityscape forever.

THE INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT), is exactly what it says in
the name. It is connectivity on a huge scale, with an estimated
5 billion connected devices by the end of 2015, and a staggering 25 billion by the end of 2020. What it actually means for
our daily lives is being designed, implemented and managed
from Barcelona, where many of the major players in developing the technology that will eventually connect your smart
phone to your fridge, TV, oven and lighting, are based.
IoT is one major path of the future of innovation for the technology sector, bringing about the possibilities for not only the
public to choose how their homes are lit or heated whilst they
are away, but also for local governments, such as in Barcelona,
to control things as disparate as which plants that are watered
on any given day, to monitoring pedestrian flows so as better
to control the crowds that flood the city during the summer
months.
American networking giant Cisco has announced that it
is opening a IoT innovation centre in Barcelona to focus on
smart city technology, slated to open in 2016 in the Ca l’Alier,
a 19th century heritage building at the core of the 22@Barcelona district, as part of the new Smart City Campus. The company will invest some €21 million between 2015 and 2020 for
the restoration of the facility, and for the infrastructure needed
to support the centre, which will be the platform for research
technological advancement and marketing of the tech developed to support the smart city ethos.
This tallies with the City Protocol initiative, a programme
that aims to connect global cities in combatting issues that are
common between all major urban spaces, by introducing radical change in urban planning, and to accelerate transformations guided by standards to develop more efficient, cohesive,
innovative and self-sufficient cities.
With this as a starting point, Barcelona City Council developed the Urban Lab as a testing ground for companies to come
up with ways to solve urban issues that have relevance specifically for Barcelona, and not as a testing ground for developing
products, and as such they must have a real impact on the way
in which the city functions, and benefit the residents. This is a
very different way for a public body to tender for solutions, as,
instead of specifying what they want in a physical sense, the
City Council instead present an issue, with the solution left to
be as innovative as possible.
With all this innovation the city is producing internationally recognised companies that are at the top of the innovation
game, and at a recent World to NYC: Global Industry Challenge, three Catalan companies were voted leading figures in
their fields of smart city development. Urbiotica develop and
design the sensors that make the IoT a reality, capturing real
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time information for the management of mobility, waste management and environmental monitoring in the city. Sensing &
Control Systems provide the service platforms that allow other companies to enhance the quality of life for local residents,
and Bismart transform data into knowledge, allowing the raw
information to become more valuable, usable and informative
for more people. Through these companies and more, Barcelona is leading the way towards a more connected future, and
towards cities and governments that understand how their city
functions better than ever.
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The mobile capital
of the world
After four successful years as the host of the Mobile World
Capital, Barcelona is firmly positioned as the capital of
world mobile technology and innovation.

BARCELONA IS THE MOBILE WORLD CAPITAL (MWC),
a position that places the capital of Catalonia at the top table of mobile technology, and allows the city to become one of
the leading destinations for investment in mobile technology
– both of the capital and human kind. MWC aims to integrate
mobile technologies into our daily lives, transforming our interactions with government services, health, schooling and
leisure activities.
Barcelona’s local government, with the assistance of various private and public bodies, has created the idea of ‘Smart
Living’, which translates into a framework that will give all
aspects of society in the city an opportunity to interact with,
and integrate, new technology into their lives. As Agustín
Cordón, CEO, Fira de Barcelona and Mobile World Congress
says, “MWC Barcelona, through the Smart Living programme
promotes the development of mobile technology in strategic
sectors of Barcelona (such as retail, trade, transportation and
public services).
“This programme is a tool to stimulate the adoption of services that improve the quality of life of people living in a city
and allow for greater interaction of citizens with these services.
In this sense, Smart Living supports the deployment of mobile
technology, promotes knowledge sharing and networking, and
generates a environment for the development of the sector.”
MWC has commitments to transforming and promoting
local mobile initiatives through the development of networks
of actors in the sector, and to bringing together key local industries that can help expand the reach and penetration of
new technology solutions and expanding local entrepreneurship and innovation, in, for example, healthcare and education
through the establishment of competency centres.
The mSchools programme is an mEducation initiative created by MWC Barcelona in partnership with the Generalitat
de Catalunya, the Ajuntament de Barcelona and GSMA. The
scheme, which was launched in 2013, brings together public
and private institutions to promote mobile education, opening
up new ways of teaching and learning that help students build
important new digital skills, and improves academic achievement and increases employability of school leavers.
In the same vein as mSchools, mHealth was created to promote the improvement of the welfare and health of Barcelona’s
citizens by personalising services through the use of mobile
technology.
Through the promotion of common goals for all the key
players in the provision of healthcare in the city, the service
can become better equipped to respond to the needs of its users, creating cost efficiencies without sacrificing the level of
care that is needed for a modern city.

However, MWC is also about more than about improving
and modernising existing networks, it is also about creating
new ones, and forging digital links into becoming physical
ones that benefit businesses as well as people. 4YFN is a startup event based on innovation in mobile and digital ecosystem,
and as such puts young entrepreneurs together to help create
the links and bonds that will push the digital revolution further forward in the years to come. This year's event is based
around the Internet of Things, which will be one of the drivers
of growth in the digital world over the coming years, as more
and more of our daily lives become linked to web based control.
The Mobile World Congress is where these disparate yet
fully connected strands of the MWC come together, and as a
place that 72,000 professionals come together to learn about
the latest innovative solutions from more than 1,700 international exhibitors. The importance of the event and of the title
of MWC cannot be understated for the city, as it brought in
€350 million in 2013, a figure set to grow in the future.
“Without doubt,” Cordón explains, “we are betting on entrepreneurship, innovation and technology transfer between
knowledge centres and industry. As the MWC, Barcelona promotes entrepreneurship as a catalyst for innovation, and as a
key agent for the evolution of the economic and business fabric
of the city.”
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Jordi Joly Lena (JJ)
CEO, Barcelona Activa

- BIO -

Jordi Joly has worked as
CEO at Indest and ATLANTA
Engineering, and as the Economy
& Organisation Deputy Mayor
and Executive Vice-President in
Sant Cugat. He is currently vice
president at Mercabarna and
executive board member and CEO
at Barcelona Activa.

JJ: We established a strategic management model through
Barcelona Activa where the first thing we did was to list the
political goals set by the mayor and his team, and define
and delimit the resources at our disposal in order to achieve
those goals. In recent times, especially during the worst
years of the crisis where many cuts in public expenditure
have been made countrywide, it is the most basic of things
to define a strategy, and this means setting priorities.
We believe the principal measure of economic promotion for Barcelona is to lead by example and manage the
city council properly in a professional manner, this way
we wouldn't be just sending mere messages to the private
sector to encourage exports or value addition or digital innovation for example, since they could easily ask from their
administration to apply the same improvement, evolution,
efficiency or proper management of the public resources,
and they would be absolutely right to do so. Leading by
example places us in a strong position to build a fundamental element which is our branding and an optimum
environment.
Since the beginning we have applied a zero deficit policy,
not because we consider it necessary as a bad thing but because we want to guarantee the sustainability of the public
money and resources for short and long term, we cannot
manage by looking only at the present year. The city council
during this last years has reached surplus, someday we’ll be
able to use it.
Another key element of our administration is our commitment to pay our suppliers within 30 days from the date
of the invoice, and the obligation for those suppliers to
pay subcontractors under the same conditions. This a key
indicator because, firstly, paying within 30 days means the
budget and economic management must run like clockwork and the monitoring must be exhaustive, and secondly,
it is also a guarantee of liquidity, which for the rating agencies is a very strong value.
LE: Precisely speaking about rating agencies, how much
credibility has the administration been able to build to
date and what has been its impact and the assessment
made by those agencies?
JJ: The opinion and reports issued by the rating agencies
which oversee Barcelona's City Council (S&P, Fitch and
Moody’s) are key for us. In fact, if we go back to the scenario that we found in 2011, Barcelona was in a situation
of weakness due to risk of contracting the overall financial
situation experienced in the very regional government of
Catalonia and the rest of Spain. We had to make a great
effort in explaining the model that we were bringing in, the
agencies bought it but then they expected results. In terms
of the European System of Integrated Economic Accounts
(ESA) we had important deficits in the years 2009, 2010
and 2011 totalling almost €800 million, and the long-term
sustainability was in jeopardy. So we needed to prove,
and we did, that we were able to do a public accounting
according to the ESA which, back then, wasn't mandatory
in Spain (it became mandatory for the 2013 budgets), and
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it helped to build trust on us. In particular, Standard &
Poor’s publishes a rating called Stand Alone Credit Level,
where Barcelona stands with “AA” which is the rating that
we would have without the cap of the State’s rating.
LE: At a European level Barcelona is leading projects in a
management role, how are you working with other cities?
JJ: What we did is to put our management and finance
model in value in the European framework. Europe noticed
what Barcelona has done under the Spanish state context
and the importance of it. So much so that a City Economic
and Financial Governance Group was created, also called
City Ecofin, to elevate this model from Barcelona to the
rest of local administrations of Europe. This orientation
is shared by Barcelona, Hamburg, London, Milan, Vienna
and Dublin. This six cities, with the support of the European Commission through Eurostat, start a joint model
not only with other member states but through the cities,
which is very relevant because until then Eurostat only
worked with the states, and now they are supporting something that is happening in the big cities, understanding that
if things are done properly in the cities it will also improve
the results of the states.

With initiatives like Barcelona
Growth we are working on
building our brand name as a
business friendly city where
people can establish and expand
any enterprise or idea under
a context of a disciplined and
serious administration.

I N N O VA T I O N

LE: How does Barcelona’s City Council's public management model encourage investment and economic activity?

LE: What results are you expecting from the recent opening of the new Barcelona Growth office?
JJ: We are seeking the economic promotion of Barcelona,
we used to have great levers like tourism, quality of life,
gastronomy, weather, etc. However we were not considered
the best place for economic growth, we were not the entry
point for companies that wanted to come to Europe and
expand in throughout the continent, we didn't have this.
Barcelona has the potential and the assets to make all this
possible, especially for the economy of the future based in
knowledge, innovation, creativity, interpersonal relations,
information flows, etc. With initiatives like Barcelona
Growth we are working on building our brand name as a
business friendly city where people can establish and expand any enterprise or idea under a context of a disciplined
and serious administration.
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Miquel Valls (MV)
President, Chamber of Commerce of Barcelona

MV: Barcelona has a long industrial tradition, beginning
in the 19th century during the industrial revolution. It was
one of the regions in Spain that had a greater industrial
development and even the first railroad of the country was
the one going from Barcelona to Mataró, so it has always
been and advanced city. During the last years, with a deep
crisis in Spain, in Catalonia we have continued developing
our traditional industries such as the automotive, chemical,
pharma—sectors which allowed us to keep this industrial
tradition even during the worst moments of the crisis. By
the time Spain’s industry had fixed its imbalances from the
point of view of competitiveness, in Catalonia this was done
faster, and the result is that Catalonia is in better condition
to compete vis-à-vis other regions in Southern Europe.
This has encouraged foreign investors to invest in manufacturing industry. In 2013 investment in manufacturing
has been the most important in Spain by far. Investment
in Catalonia goes fundamentally to industry, while in other
areas of Spain it goes more to services or telecommunications, for example. Another important aspect is the infrastructure for the transport of goods, and that’s the reason
behind the huge investments in the Port of Barcelona, a
key element in terms of competitiveness. Excellent logistics
capacity creates the appropriate environment to develop
the industry.
LE: The number of exporting firms is growing for the
second consecutive year. You organise missions abroad
to promote Catalonia and its companies. What is the role
of the local chamber and public institutions to promote a
common export policy?

- BIO -

Valls was born in 1943 in the city
of Barcelona. He graduated in
Economics from the University
of Barcelona, a Masters in
Management from the EADA
Business School ( EADA ) and a
Diploma in Management from
the Institute of Higher Business
Studies (IESE ).

MV: The chamber is helping its members through its
activity and its network of chambers around the world, this
offers the companies the possibility of developing international networking and making contacts. On the other
hand, we ask for the certificates of origin of the merchandise which is a document considered basic in international
trade, together with other documents that assure the reliability of the contracting parties. One of our basic missions
is to help companies to export. The numbers endorse our
work since the statistics show that the number of exporting
companies in Barcelona keeps on growing, almost 50,000
companies today, and 15,000 of them are regular exporters.
Considering that world trade is highly competitive, and
during the crisis we haven't lost market share but we have
actually increased it, that means that we must on the right
track.

oration that has led Barcelona to become one of the most
important cities of the world in tourist attraction. In this
sense, the Barcelona model, which is based in the cooperation of the public and private in the heads of the City Council and the Chamber. We have new collaboration projects
going on, and I would highlight the development of Barcelona Growth which aims to help entrepreneurs, companies
and investors when they arrive. On the other hand, we are
very close to universities in everything related to innovation
or programmes of professional internships of students. We
also have a programme for the hiring of doctors, where
doctors develop specific projects for the university and the
enterprises, all of them based on research of course. In a
personal capacity I’m also a member of committees and
boards of trustees of several universities.
LE: The City Council wants to brand and position Barcelona as a business city. What is the added value of Barcelona as a brand from a business perspective?
MV: Barcelona has already managed to become a globally
recognised brand, and as an example of its success, I can
mention several number of brands or companies that ask
for permission to add the word Barcelona to their logos,
leveraging the commercial value of our brand worldwide.
Now what we have to do is to continue working in that
direction and to strengthen this position, climbing ranks in
this competition for global positioning.
The world of the future will most likely be a competition
between cities and metropolitan areas, and Barcelona,
despite its small size, has a privileged geographical location,
an immense economic diversification and a human dimension which limits us in terms of consumption capacity
— compared to mega-cities of 20 to 30 million inhabitants
— but at the same time places us in the target of first level
cities for tourism of middle and high quality.

We have new collaboration
projects going on, and I would
highlight the development of
Barcelona Growth which aims
to help entrepreneurs, companies
and investors when they arrive.

LE: What has to be done to keep improving cooperation
between public, private and educational entities to build
an efficient and recognised cluster?
MV: We are institutional partners of the City Council in
several entities such as FIRA de Barcelona, which is a key
business element in the city, or Turisme de Barcelona which
is a worldwide example of a public-private model of collab-
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LE: Catalonia’s industrial sector grew in 2013, while it has
shrunk across the EU. How is Catalonia succeeding while
others have faltered?
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Diversity, opportunity and enterprise

Diversity, opportunity
and enterprise

AS A FORWARD-LOOKING, dynamic and cosmopolitan city, it’s not surprising
that Barcelona’s economy is thriving compared to other areas of Spain. In buzzing
Barcelona, shops, hotels, businesses, bars and restaurants continue to grow and
adapt to changing fashions and trends, while still maintaining the essence of a
functional city built on trade, textiles and master craftsmen. Unlike other worldclass centres that can lose their character in the rush to embrace globalisation,
Barcelona has got the balance right, promoting small business growth, as well as
welcoming multinational brands.
In a climate that is challenging to say the least, Catalonia is a champion in economic terms, ranking third in mainland Europe for attracting foreign investment
and first in job creation. KPMG Investment Monitor placed Barcelona within the
world’s top 10 investment hotspots for foreign investment projects between 2008
and 2012—an incredible achievement in recession-hit Europe, with Germany,
France and the Netherlands bringing in the most companies.
When you look beyond the city’s aesthetic beauty, it’s not hard to see what
the attraction is. Barcelona is extremely well organised in business terms, with
an engaged and innovative commercial community. According to Miquel Valls,
President of the Barcelona Chamber of Commerce, the Catalan economy is slated
to grow by 2.1% in 2015—0.7% more than the Eurozone average—and economic
recovery is solid. In 2013, the autonomous region boasted a year-on year-recovery
rate of 1.9%; its most positive figure since 2008.
With only 1.6 million metropolitan inhabitants and a wider community of five
million, Barcelona contributes a staggering 19.8% of Spain’s GDP, and a third
of Catalonia’s total GDP at around €61.9 billion. Accessible by sea, land, and air
and well-connected to Europe and the rest of the world, the city boasts a strategic location for many different markets. A magnet for talent, more than half
of Barcelona’s employees work in high-knowledge sectors, and diversity is truly
celebrated here, with more than 17.4% of the city’s residents from abroad.
Around 438,385 companies have their headquarters in the Catalan capital—14% of the whole of Spain—and in recent months, Barcelona has proved
its mettle in global business performance. Travel company eDreams ODIGEO
was valued at €1.2 billion after going public in April, while software portal Softonic announced 125 million monthly users. By nurturing an open approach to
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business, Barcelona has become adept at attracting leading
multinationals, encompassing everything the investor needs:
tempting business incentives, positive lifestyle indicators, competitive labour costs and a skilled workforce.
Barcelona also enjoys a reputation for growing, and attracting, visionaries. The creative ones—Gaudí, Cerdá, Miro, Tapias,
the creators of Mango, Tous and Camper—are well known, but
there is also a quieter group of business names such as Puig,
Desigual and Custo, that have built up global empires. Barcelona prides itself on nurturing start-ups, once again punching
higher than the European average with entrepreneurial activity
in the resident population three points ahead at 7.9%. The predominance of small and medium enterprises and micro-companies are characterised by their ability to adapt to changing
environments and trends. Old barrios (neighbourhoods), once
run down and neglected, are now hotspots for new SMEs,
whether they be office buildings, boutique shops, and sophisticated hotels, restaurants and bars.
With their eyes fully focused on sustained economic growth,
business experts at Barcelona city council have set up a dedicated Growth Centre, that is committed to facilitating dialogue
between the public and private sectors. An action plan has also
been drawn up to galvanise new enterprise and keep Barcelona
moving in the fast lane. A strong believer in private-sector-led
growth, the city council has a sound fiscal policy and budget
and one of the lowest municipal debts in Spain.
Barcelona City Council sets an example to business and appreciates its suppliers — so much so that it pays within 30 days
from the date of invoicing as standard. The council provides a
one-stop shop for businesses and walks investors through any
red tape while offering free coaching on online company incorporation, accessing funding, staff recruitment and tax registration. Barcelona City Council earned itself an indicative credit

level rating of AA from Standard and Poor’s in 2013. Education
is also an important economic priority for the city. There are
12 universities in Catalonia, with a total of 242,000 students,
and eight of these are in the metropolitan area which accounts
for 90% of enrolment in both public and private universities.
Two of Barcelona business schools — IESE and ESADE — are
among the 25 best in Europe and the top 120 in the world.
In terms of exports, the Barcelona province recorded a record volume in 2012, valued at €45.44 billion. This accounted
for a fifth of Spain’s total foreign trade figures. The city has close
to 41,000 exporting companies, a third of Spain’s total. For
those with an eye on the future, Barcelona really is the place
to be.
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IN TERVI E W
Agustín Cordón Barrenechea - CEO, Fira de Barcelona and Mobile World Capital

LE: How would you define what Fira de Barcelona is and
how it contributes to the economic development of the city?

mission to make Barcelona a benchmark of mobile processing and what impact that is being generated in the area?

AC: Fira contributes to the economic development of Barcelona and its environment by generating economic activity
linked to fairs and congresses (exhibition services, trade,
catering, entertainment, hotels, transport, etc.), but also it
generates synergies from events and opportunities for SMEs
and entrepreneurs. Fira's contribution to the economy of
the city and its metropolitan area is estimated at €2.5 billion
and supports more than 40,000 jobs, according to the latest
study from 2008, which we are currently updating.

AC: Several important cities in the world were candidates
for the Mobile World Capital. Just this designation, with
the consequent celebration of the Mobile World Congress,
represents a huge economic return for the city (nearly €400
million last year) and the global positioning of Barcelona.
Barcelona has eight prestigious universities and two of the
best business schools in the world. The city has an active ecosystem of designers, creative professionals and developers,
and Barcelona has many R & D and science parks, and one
area in particular, 22@Barcelona, in which more than 1,500
companies in the sectors of innovation and technology have
established themselves.

- INTERVIEW WITH -

CEO, Fira de Barcelona and Mobile World Capital

LE: What is the role of the organisation of fairs in the current context of economic fragility and how does it contribute to the business creation and investment in Barcelona,
Catalonia and Spain in general?

- BIO -

Agustín Cordón began his career at
Ernst & Young, and has worked for
Anheuser Busch, Campbell Taggart
and Earthgrains Group. Since
2004 he has been CEO of Fira de
Barcelona, and Vice President of
Mobile World Capital since 2012.
He is a board member of multiple
public and private institutions.

AC: During the crisis our business model changed a lot,
and, in 2008, we took a number of measures, some strategic
and some tactical, towards developing a new orientation for
the business as a whole. We recently created three business
units, one being our portfolio of events that we organise in
Barcelona, the second being our external business, which are
world class events we seek out in order to bring them to Barcelona, and the third is our international business, which are
the events and so on that we do in other countries. During
this time of crisis we have performed very well, and in 2014
our revenue was more than €140 million, our best year, even
more so when taken in the context of a slow economy. This is
because we are doing things differently.
Regarding our portfolio of traditional Fira products, these
represent €100 million for us, we decided to continue betting
on it even during the crisis no matter the profitability it
would give us, and we did this because it has a positive impact for the companies and the city.
LE: What kind of relationships has Fira built with international institutions to allow visibility of the city and its
economic attributes worldwide?
AC: We began boosting our external business in 2006 and
based on our market studies we decided to focus on two areas: healthcare and technology. Today, Barcelona is Europe's
number one in events related to medicine and pharma. Regarding technology, we took into consideration the growth
of new technologies, and have worked with relevant event
organisers such GSMA for the World Mobile Congress and
others players for corporate events like Cisco, Microsoft, HP,
and so on.
The third pillar, designed in 2009 and started in 2010
is our international business which consist of organising
events overseas. For example, the food fairs in Lisbon, Sao
Paulo, Mexico, etc., and as regards technology we have the
Smart City Expo World Congress (launched in the middle of
the crisis) which we do in Barcelona (this year is the fourth
edition) but we also use this brand to take it to other places
like Montreal, Bogotá, Kyoto and Mexico.
LE: To date, what is your assessment of the results that
Mobile World Capital Barcelona (MWCB) is having on its
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Particularly outstanding is
a plan to bring to Barcelona
three of the top 10 start-up
acceleration programmes.
LE: What impact has MWCB had as an engine of development and internationalisation for the city and country, and
how does it affect or will affect industrial processes?
AC: As regards initiatives and programmes by MWCB,
we currently have projects in four priority areas: entrepreneurship, education, health and Smart Living (tourism,
commerce and digital identity). As part of these initiatives,
MWCB has worked or participated in projects with about
450 private companies in the past two years.
Entrepreneurship has a central and transversal role that
touches all the programmes and projects at MWCB. Particularly outstanding is a plan to bring to Barcelona three of
the top 10 start-up acceleration programs. Also under the
framework of the entrepreneurship program, it is necessary
to note the next edition of 4YFN, an international event for
entrepreneurs held under Mobile World Congress which last
year surpassed all expectations.
LE: How can Barcelona take full advantage of being the
capital, and take a leap in technology, knowledge and
industrial change?
AC: Specifically in business and industry, mobile technology can provide services that improve the experience and
quality of life of consumers and increase business productivity. Mobile World Capital Barcelona, through the Smart
Living programme, promotes the development of mobile
technology in strategic sectors of Barcelona (such as retail,
trade, transportation and public services). This programme
is a tool to stimulate the adoption of services that will improve the quality of life of citizens living in a city, and allow
for greater interaction of these citizens with these specific
services. In this sense, Smart Living supports the deployment of mobile technology, promotes knowledge sharing and
networking between actors in the ecosystem, and generates a
legal environment for the development of the sector.
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Agustín Cordón Barrenechea (AC)

IN -D E P T H
Barcelona Activa - Helping entrepreneurs and jobseekers realise their dreams

Barcelona Activa - Helping
entrepreneurs and jobseekers
realise their dreams

BOTH BARCELONA ACTIVA AND THE BARCELONA
GROWTH CENTRE PROJECTS ARE BASED IN THE 22@
BARCELONA DISTRICT OF THE CITY:

The 22@Barcelona project has transformed 200 hectares
of industrial land in the Poblenou into an innovative district
offering modern spaces for the strategic concentration of
intensive knowledge-based activities. This initiative is also
a project of urban refurbishment and a new city model in
response to the challenges posed by an increasingly knowledgebased society.
22@ has been the most important project of urban
transformation of Barcelona city over recent years and is one
of the most ambitious of Europe of its kind. It offers high real
estate potential and was the result of a €180 million public
investment infrastructure plan.
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Here are just some of the services Activa offers:

Entrepreneurship. Coaching entrepreneurs from their
business ideas to the setting up of their companies, fostering
entrepreneurship to position Barcelona as a model of entrepreneurial city.

4.8

MILLION
INHABITANTS

2.9

9

MILLION JOBS
IN CATALONIA

SPACES DECL ARED
AS WORLD
HERITAGE SITES

improve their competitiveness, foster relations with the city's
tractor companies and offer business-oriented services for the
generation of economic growth and employment.

23%

OF INNOVATIVE
SPANISH COMPANIES
ARE IN CATALONIA

17.4%
FOREIGN
POPUL ATION

investors and businesses, and improve the flows, exchanges
and economic relations with foreign countries to boost the
Barcelona brand, the city and its metropolitan area as a leader in business.

Tourism and events. Promoting tourism and efficiently

manage the impact it has on Barcelona and to attract and
support economically advantageous events in the city, building long-term loyalty whilst preserving the quality of life of
Barcelona citizens.

Territory promotion and commerce. Boosting local

economic development by working with Barcelona's 10
districts, with the aim of fine-tuning business activity and
bringing Barcelona Activa's services closer to them, supporting the districts' economic and commercial activity.
Jordi Joly Lena, CEO, explains more: “Each one of Barcelona’s 10 districts has a Citizen Attention Office, which is
dedicated to attend to business and economic activity. Our
headquarters are on the ground floor of the Barcelona Growth
Centre, and from here, we link to the districts, so whether you
are a small company, medium or large company, or an individual entrepreneur, you have a direct channel of communication
with the administration in Barcelona.

MILLION
PASSENGERS

URBAN AREA IN
SPANISH EXPORT
RANKING
CIT Y OF THE WORLD IN
NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS DELEGATES

3rd

City promotion. Promoting the city of Barcelona to foreign

Strategic sectors promotion. Supporting business cooperation and research projects and public-private partnerships
in economic sectors that are strategic for Barcelona's economy, leadership and positioning·

MILLION TOURISTS
IN HOTEL STAYS
PER CAPITA
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1st

Enterprise. Helping businesses in the city of Barcelona to

Professional skills and employment. Guiding and
empower people throughout their career, according to market
and business requirements, allowing the qualitative encounter between labour demand and supply. Training We offer a
range of training activities adapted to the needs of the Barcelona Activa users, including IT training and dissemination
activities to improve the technological skills of Barcelona's
citizens, professionals and businesses.

7.6

ECONOMY

BARCELONA doesn’t just talk the talk when it comes to helping businesses get off the ground; it actively guides start-ups
through the business maze, offering free seminars in Spanish,
Catalan or English and online resources that helps the uninitiated or city newcomer bring that seed of a business idea to
fruition. Part of the Barcelona Growth initiative that brings
public and private representatives from all sectors together to
boost the city’s economy, Barcelona Activa is a hugely useful
resource within the city and a one-stop-shop for all business
queries.
Under the auspices of the City Council’s Economy, Enterprise and Employment (EEE) division, Barcelona Activa
fosters businesses, entrepreneurship and employment, while
promoting the city and its strategic sectors internationally.
That said, it stays very close to its districts and citizens. With a
mission to be a point of reference for the government policies
and initiatives supporting enterprises, employment creation
and international projection of Barcelona, it provides an excellent environment for economic activity and social progress.
According to Jordi Joly Lena, CEO of the EEE division, Activa’s professional team currently supports 4,293 companies
through its Business Services and Programme, which will be
integrated into the Business Support Office. It has accompanied 2,653 entrepreneur projects since its inception in 1986,
and has set up 132 enterprises and 15 projects in its business
incubators. In terms of helping people find new jobs, 19,332
people currently attend the Barcelona Treball Services, 46% of
whom found a job within six months.
The sheer sophistication of the Activa operation explodes
the myth that Spain is not naturally entrepreneurial. Instead,
residents and those who come to the city in search of new
starts, find a whole system in place to make get make getting
set up, and settling in, that much easier.

BARCELONA FACTS AND FIGURES

EUROPEAN AREA IN
FOREIGN INVESTMENT
PROJECTS

53%

OF EMPLOYEES IN
HIGH KNOWLEDGE
SECTORS

19.8%
CATALONIA'S
CONTRIBUTION TO
SPAIN'S GDP

THE CIT Y BRINGS TOGETHER MORE
THAN 100,000 JOBS AND MORE THAN

7,300 COMPANIES

IN CREATIVE ACTIVITIES

CATALONIA HAS

12 UNIVERSITIES
WITH A TOTAL OF 242,000 STUDENTS

TWO BUSINESS SCHOOLS AMONG
THE 10 BEST IN EUROPE AND IN THE TOP

25 WORLDWIDE

4th
EUROPEAN CIT Y IN
OVERNIGHT STAYS BY
FOREIGN VISITORS
SMART CIT Y
IN EUROPE

5th
CIT Y IN THE WORLD
FOR QUALIT Y OF LIFE

9th
L ARGEST EUROPEAN
AIRPORT
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Juan Antonio Alcaraz - Managing Director of Business Development, Caixabank

Juan Antonio Alcaraz (JA)

Managing Director of Business Development, Caixabank

JA: Certainly, after overcoming the stress tests of EBA and
the ECB, the Spanish banking has strengthened its credibility and this has improved confidence in the financial
sector. In our case, "la Caixa" Group, with prudent and active
management, has achieved high levels of solvency and excellent financial strength, which places us amongst the best
European institutions and in a privileged position to face the
upcoming challenges. These results also allow us to observe
that while the Spanish banking sector faces significant challenges in the short and medium term, Spanish banks face
them in good condition and with healthy balance sheets.
LE: What is the current state of the financial system in
Spain, both its strength and ability to revive the economy
and withstand future times of crisis?
JA: As I mentioned earlier, the Spanish financial system has
been strengthened after recent tests, and there has been very
significant progress in its reorganisation and restructuring.
And thanks to the Banking Union and the rest of regulatory
reforms promoted by the international sphere, entities will
be able to better withstand the chaos of a severe economic
crisis. The negative regulatory impact affecting the creditworthiness of the entities has being finalised; and there are
signs that in the coming months the regulation and supervision will cease being factors that limit the supply of credit.
LE: To what extent is the recovery at risk from both external and internal factors?
JA: The global recovery is underway and although the international environment is becoming more favourable, there
are still geopolitical factors that put you at risk. As regards
Spain, there are four fundamental challenges to consolidate
economic recovery and create jobs: improving the competitiveness and the export profile of the economy; the definitive
stabilisation in the real estate market; advance the deleveraging process to normalise private balances; and persist in
the fiscal adjustment to achieve the consolidation of public
accounts.
LE: What conditions have to be in place to see credit return
smoothly to the real economy, for both businesses and
families?
JA: The ECB and the EBA exercise showed that, in Spain,
the banking sector is prepared to respond to the demand to
be solvent and this should result in a willingness of banks
to provide financing. We must also emphasise that, for a
credit recovery, it will require that the uncertainty about the
economic outlook of the entire Eurozone is reduced, and the
recovery gains traction. In addition, improving the creditworthiness of the banking sector was linked to the review
process of the assets of the banking and stress tests carried
out by the ECB. This should increase confidence in the European banking system and facilitate market access and reduce
the cost of capital.
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LE: The lack of profitability is one of the major problems
in the sector. What strategies are being developed for the
business in order to adapt to the post crisis scenario?
JA: We are pleased with the smooth running of our business
in a difficult environment of low profitability. But undoubtedly, is one of the major challenges facing the Spanish
banking. It is not an easy challenge because the pressures on
income statements are high, in a setting of historically low
interest rates. And improved profitability requires measures in all items of the income statement. All this, without
forgetting that we have to listen to customers, understand
their needs and provide the best solutions putting our focus
on quality service.
LE: Mobile banking is a revolution that has emerged in
recent years and has changed the relationship between the
bank and its customers. What developments can we expect
in the banking sector in this regard?
JA: Technological change is altering the relationship between organisations and customers in all areas of activity.
Today, to offer a service of the highest quality, you have to
meet the new demands of 24-hour availability, usability and
accessibility associated with new technology. Innovation
can offer a high quality service and helps to strengthen the
bond with the customer. Caixabank has received several
international awards for its innovation strategy; the prize for
the bank with greatest commitment to innovation in 2014
awarded by the Bank Administration Institute, and Euromoney award for best bank in the world for innovation.
LE: To what extent is the recovery at risk from both external and internal factors?
JA: The global recovery is underway and although the international environment is becoming more favourable, there
are still geopolitical factors that put you at risk. As regards
Spain, there are four fundamental challenges to consolidate
economic recovery and create jobs: improving the competitiveness and the export profile of the economy; the definitive
stabilisation in the real estate market; advance the deleveraging process to normalise private balances; and persist in
the fiscal adjustment to achieve the consolidation of public
accounts.
LE: A value proclaimed by Caixabank is social commitment. After the severe crisis, how does that commitment
reflected in banking services?
JA: Social engagement is a founding value of la Caixa and
it has contributed to the social and economic development
of the communities where it operates. Our president, Isidro
Faine, emphasises that this is one of our differential values.
For example, Caixabank has a subsidiary, the social bank MicroBank dedicated exclusively to offering microcredit financing for entrepreneurs and freelancers. In addition, through
a venture capital management company, Caixa Capital Risc,
develops an intense activity of promoting entrepreneurship
entrepreneurs.
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LE: Spanish banks passed the stress tests without the need
for additional capital, will this impact the market or influence the strategies developed by banks?

IN -D E P T H
Prudence has benefits

Prudence has
benefits
The majority of Catalan banks escaped the recession intact,
and are now looking to increasing profits once again. How?

"Barcelona's SACP is further
supported by its very strong
financial management, exceptional
liquidity, and very strong budgetary
performance."
"We consider that Barcelona has strong
budgetary flexibility, and a very
low debt burden with low
contingent liabilities."
"Barcelona's strong credit profile is
based, in our view, on a long trajectory
of prudent financial management."
"We therefore regard Barcelona's
financial management as a very
positive factor for the rating."

CATALONIA’S FINANCIAL services sector is performing well
against its E.U. counterparts. In the 2014 E.U.-wide stresstests issued by the European Banking Authority (EBA), the
local banks passed with flying colours and at the top of the list
was the Barcelona-based Caixabank, Spain’s largest bank.
In a global industry plagued with bail-outs and closures,
Caixabank reached a 9.3% equity ratio (CET1), Banc Sabadell reached 8.3% and Catalonia Banc (recently acquired by
BBVA), reached 8%. The 5.5% watermark was only reached by
24 of the 123 European banks, showing the glowing competitive edge Catalonia has in this sector.
As Luis Herrero, Territorial Director for Catalonia, Banco
Santander, says: “After the restructuring process, the banking system in Spain is in good shape. We have no problems
lending money and we want to generate business, but there
must be demand first. We have the liquidity, and the price
of money has moderated and presents low interest rates,
so what we need is companies with healthy balances that
demand credit.”
“Barcelona has a strong financial system, it is the second city of Spain in population, it hosts the headquarters
of Caixabank and Banc Sabadell and a strong presence of
other Spanish and international banks. In summary, we
have financial market that is more than prepared to serve
and flourish.”
Standard & Poors' put Barcelona's stand-alone credit profile
(SACPJ) at 'AA'. The agency also factored in Barcelona's strong
economy. Here are just some of the praise it heaped on the city
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"We view Barcelona's economy as
strong, wealthy, and diversified,
benefiting from its position as one of
Europe's leading tourism destinations.
Barcelona is also an industrial centre,
as the capital and economic centre ofSpain's region of Catalonia."
"We assess Barcelona's liquidity
position as exceptional under
our criteria."
"This reflects our view of the city's
exceptional debt service coverage ratio,
and satisfactory access to
external liquidity."
Barcelona also pioneered the European City Economic and Financial Governance Group (CEFG), of which Jordi Joly Lena,
CEO of the city council’s Economic, Business and Employment
division, is chairman. An official presentation took place in
Maastricht in June, at the headquarters of the European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) for all six members,
which includes: Barcelona, Dublin, London, Milan, Hamburg
and Vienna.
Before the official kick-off, the Mayor of Maastricht hosted
a welcome reception at the Town Hall for all participants. The
European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) will coor-

dinate and manage all activities related to this working group,
which will count with the participation of The European Commission (Eurostat).
The CEFG has the support of the European Centre for Government Transformation, an organisation that promotes the
excellence of public management, and the Lisbon Council, a
European think-tank, which promotes competitiveness across
the continent.
This group of cities believes in a new way to do politics. They
believe the best tool to guarantee the competitiveness of the
European economy and its social politics are politics committed with a high-quality management and financial sustainability. The role of cities as key players in the global economic and
social context is more relevant every day.
To guarantee the sustainability, liquidity and rationality of
public finances, is the key success factor to boost and maintain
the state of welfare that has characterised the E.U.

"Barcelona wants to empower
this initiative, where the strategic
management of public finance becomes
the source of competitiveness and
sustainable economic growth
for the future."
"The City Economic & Financial
Governance Group is an extraordinary
commitment towards something key,
the quality of our governments, the
quality of our public organisations and
the guarantee for sustainability."
"The committed cities backed
Barcelona’s proposal to set up the
ground base for a European City Ecofin
Summit, a place to share and propose
new trends towards public management
and financial sustainability at
European City level."
"The role of cities is becoming more and
more important as they have turned
out to be the key players and the drivers
for a new way of doing politics in the
XXI century," Joly said.
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in its glowing report:

IN -D E P T H
Barcelona's economic balance

Barcelona’s economic
balance

AS ONE OF the most important tourism destinations in the
Mediterranean, Barcelona’s economy is dominated by its services sector, although the traditional industrial heartland that
carried Spain through the industrial revolution is alive and
well. Ongoing construction projects, coupled with automotive,
chemical-pharmaceutical and food clusters are just a few of
the industries that keep the city’s wheels oiled.
Knowledge-intensive companies find in Barcelona an ecosystem that fosters growth and research; and the city is now
fourth in Europe, and tenth in the world in scientific production, according to the BarcelonaTech, the Polytechnic University of Barcelona. It has also been named a field of scientific
excellence for physics and astronomy by the Max Planck Institute.
With an economic model based on public-private partnerships, cluster developments have emerged in sectors as
far-ranging as logistics, I.T., tourism, sustainable mobility,
health care, media, design and aeronautics.
Barcelona has witnessed the birth and growth of some of the
most important pharmaceutical laboratories in the world and
is a world leader in a number of areas. The Barcelona-based
Grifols company, for example, has become the world’s largest
supplier of plasma-derived products, while Barcelona ophthalmologists Ignasi and Josep Barraquer left a legacy of eye-care
excellence when they began their ground-breaking cataract
operations in the 1920. Today, the Barraquer is a world-famous eye hospital, attracting many international patients.
Barcelona has also made its name as a style Mecca, with
iconic fashion and retail brands such as Mango, Desigual, Custo, Camper and Tous now present in cities and towns around
the world. A recent study by ESADE business school and the
U.K. company Value Retail, found that 34% of all tourism
spending in the Catalan capital was directed at retail, placing
Barcelona firmly ahead of London at 28%, Paris at 24% and
Amsterdam at 19%.
Barcelona’s many opportunities are also being grasped by
those across the pond. There are currently more than 600 U.S.
firms in Catalonia today, and investment last year reached
€710 million. Among those was eBay which created 100 more
jobs and moved to bigger Barcelona premises to serve the increase in commerce customers in Europe grew by 27%.
The investment project has been supported by the Government of Catalonia through Invest in Catalonia-ACCIO. ACCIO
CEO Joan Tarradellas declared that “this investment shows
that leader tech companies like eBay are aware of the attractiveness of Catalonia” and emphasized the fact that “this project will create new value added jobs and will have a positive
impact on the Catalan economy”.
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“The crisis has given us the courage to break the rules of
jewellery and bet on new concepts, designs and styles that
most likely, we wouldn't have tried during the years of economic growth. It has been that bet that has allowed us to hold
our position despite the context.”
“Innovation is a wide concept which goes from design of
the product to design of the stores and the development of a
strong e-commerce, the world is changing and we need to very
aware of what the clients are demanding, especially the young”
“Tous has always invested in local talent for both production and design, we keep the proximity of both sides as a competitive advantage. Our factory at Sabadell is our most recent
and important investment, the idea is born there, and there is
where we produce it, control the distribution and deliver the
post-sale service. The know-how of jewellery is very particular
and we must keep it”.
Rosa Tous, Corporate Vice President, TOUS
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A diverse city from tourism to transport,
finance to farming and beyond.
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IN TERVI E W
Xavier Queralt Blanch - Territorial Director for Catalonia, BBVA

Xavier Queralt Blanch (XQ)
Territorial Director for Catalonia, BBVA

XQ: For the Spanish market in particular I don't think
we'll see any major changes in the short term since it was
already clear which banks were solvent. The crisis has
meant that banks, especially European, now need to put
more capital in their businesses than before, which doesn't
imply higher profitability which itself brings extra pressure.
If the markets buy into the idea that with more regulation
there will be less volatility, they might be OK with less
profitability, but also it might not happen this way. Maybe,
they will need better results in order to get their own funds,
because at the end of the day we all compete in capital markets with other industries, and also with other banks.
LE: What are in your opinion the main effects that the
new European Central Bank's single supervisory mechanism will have in the operations of the financial institutions in Spain and Europe?
XQ: It’s good, as it puts all the European banks under the
same rules, and most likely it will break one of the historical barriers that we had in Europe, which was not being
able to buy banks from other Member States due to several
difficulties, especially at a political level. With this new
scenario, not immediately but in two or three years, this
barrier will shift.

- BIO -

Xavier Queralt began his career
with BBVA in Japan as a bond
and stockbroker. Queralt then
became senior account manager
in corporate banking in Barcelona
and Lisbon, before rising to
director of business development
and global corporate banking.
Queralt is currently regional
director of the bank in Catalonia.

Another point that we took into
consideration is the entrepreneurial
tradition of the region, something that
has been sustained throughout time
and proves the dynamism of this
economy, allowing us to think that
this will continue in the future.

serve more or less credit and if we do that job right we can
be agents of change, but in order to do this well we need to
be responsible, and solvent first, and then do our business
in the responsible way possible, which consists of following
strictly professional criteria outside any political, social or
cultural influence.
LE: What conditions still have to be in place to see credit
flows returning smoothly to the real economy, for both
businesses and families?
XQ: On the one hand, if we consider the last five or six
years, from a macroeconomic perspective, credit has been
expensive for everyone, starting from companies and
finishing with the State itself, which was paying interest
rates above 4% for its short term public debt, so it was not
a problem of a lack of credit, but the price of access to it.
On the other hand, we also found that many of the banks in
the system were bankrupt and needed to fix their balances, thus all the businesses or particulars that used to go to
those entities to ask for credit were not getting it.
Now the banking system has been improved and the actual entities are the ones that can loan money; the interest
rates have dropped, especially after several interventions of
the European Central Bank; the general economic prospects have improved; etc.
LE: The two entities that BBVA acquired in Spain during
the restructuring of the system are both from Catalonia,
which the bank considers a key region. What has been the
criteria you followed to place such a clear bet on Catalonia
as place to do banking?
XQ: The Catalan economy has great potential from a
European perspective, there is an optimum mix of services
and industry, the diversification of the economy is spectacular with no specific clusters clearly dominating over
others, a very important urban concentration, etc. In short,
the resilience of the Catalan economy is very high with low
dependency on particular sectors at a business level and it
also counts on a big retail market. Another point that we
took into consideration is the entrepreneurial tradition of
the region, something that has been sustained throughout
time and proves the dynamism of this economy, allowing us
to think that this will continue in the future.

LE: What is your assessment of what has been achieved
after the restructuring of the financial system in Spain
and both its strength and ability to revive the economy?
XQ: I can clearly say that this process has ended and it has
achieved an excellent result, there’s no doubt about this.
Now, if you ask me how banks can revive the economy I
would say that we go behind the economy, surely we are
agents of change and we can also be a driver of the economy as a sector, but our main role is to intermediate the
flows from savings into investment. The better we do this,
the better we optimise the savings of a society in a profitable investment, the more benefit the general economy will
get and the richer it gets. But, again, as intermediaries,
the real engine is on the side of the entrepreneurs and the
individuals. What we can do is decide which companies de-
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- INTERVIEW WITH -

LE: The latest stress tests of the EBA (European Banking Authority) and of the European Central Bank show
the Spanish banking sector passed the exam and is not
in need of more capital. Will this have any impact in the
market and will it influence the strategies that banks
develop?
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Connecting the international
logistical dots
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The Mediterranean Sea is a natural route for trade flows
between Europe and Asia, accounting for 20 million TEUs
per year, a figure similar to the Asia - America sea corridor.
The growing importance of this trade is an opportunity for
the Mediterranean coastal system, whose ports and logistics
installations could optimise transport operations which up
to now were mostly oriented towards the Atlantic ports of
Northern Europe. This is also true for trade flows with South
America and North Africa, which are taking on an increasingly
important role in international trade.
The Europe-America maritime corridor, whose natural
relationship is with the ports of Northern Europe, accounts
for only 6.2 million TEUs per year. This means that today the
Pacific and the Mediterranean are the two major shipping corridors for global trade.
In the light of this trend, the main Mediterranean ports are
preparing to increase their activity and to position themselves
as a node or significant gateway, offering better services to their
appropriate logistics, industrial and commercial networks.”
BCL is dedicated to making the region’s logistics centre
increasingly competitive by investing in training, promotion
activities and research and development."
Find interviews and articles on Barcelona's major transport
and logistics entrepreneurs and institutions in the following
pages and see why Barcelona means business.

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS

ENVIED FOR ITS geo-strategic position as an access point
from the Mediterranean to some of the largest southern European markets, Barcelona is a place where major transport
corridors converge and all modes of transport come together:
maritime, air, rail and road. The city also has the necessary facilities and infrastructure to carry out quality, large-scale logistics activities. According to the sector's professional association, Barcelona-Catalonia Centre Logístic (BCL), the logistics
sector contributes to the economic development of Catalonia
with more than 4% of gross added, 12% of the gross added
value of the services sector, and 4% of the people employed in
Catalonia. The Port of Barcelona alone represents almost 2%
of Catalonia's GDP.
As BCL states: “Catalonia is the logistics centre of the Iberian Peninsula. It accounts for 20% of the companies involved in
freight and logistics, 20% of GDP and 30% of Spanish exports.
This leading position of Barcelona and Catalonia is the result of their geo-strategic location, a complete infrastructure
network, which connects all modes of transport, and its mature and consolidated industrial and commercial fabric that is
able to offer all the services needed by logistics companies, exporters/importers and international operators. Catalonia has a
unique geographical location. With the ports of Barcelona and
Tarragona as the main inter-modal nodes, the principal traffic
corridors between Europe and Spain pass through Catalonia.
Likewise, Catalonia is very well situated in terms of maritime
traffic starting and/or ending in Europe and heading east (to
the Middle-East, India, China and the Far East) and West
(South, Central and North America).
Terrestrial communication and rail networks allow logistics
operators established in Catalonia to serve the Iberian Peninsula and south and central France. Barcelona International
Airport was enlarged recently, and today offers excellent services to international air cargo operators. Catalonia is the chief
logistics centre in Southern Europe. Its geo-strategic position,
transport network and the presence of mature industrial and
commercial sectors all reinforce its position as a gateway to
Europe and to the sub-Euro Mediterranean area. Logistics and
transport are essential for economic growth and we are striving to improve the competitiveness of logistics enterprises.

The logistics system in Catalonia is a network that integrates
different maps:
• The road network: the main transport system of Catalonia, as
80% of the goods transported in Catalonia are moved by road.
• The maritime network: based on two complementary and
global ports (Barcelona and Tarragona); responsible for 60%
of international traffic and ensures the competitiveness
of Catalonia in a globalised economy.
• The rail network: internationally recognised as an element
of future transport, with a greater potential for increased use.
• The air network: with the capacity to become a centre of
intercontinental connections.
Source for information: BCNCL.es
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Jordi Cornet i Serra - President of the Executive Committee of Consorci Zona Franca de Barcelona

Jordi Cornet i Serra (JC)
President of the Executive Committee of
Consorci Zona Franca de Barcelona

JC: Clearly Barcelona is on its way to consolidating its position as the leading logistics hub in southern Europe. We
will be the connecting point of the Mediterranean corridor
for the largest share of the distribution of industrial and
manufactured products and food between Spain, Europe
and North Africa. This positions the city very strongly. We
also stand as the natural bridge between South America,
Europe and Asia and I believe that the vast majority of
multinational companies with a role in international trade
will soon appreciate the potential of Barcelona in this
context.
LE: Your institution maintains a solid asset base and profits are always reinvested in projects for the city of Barcelona. Could you give us a few examples?
JC: The Consortium will turn 100 years old in 2016. The
Catalan society decided alongside the government of Spain
to create an area of six million square meters in a privileged
strategic spot midway between the port and the airport
of Barcelona. The Consortium has the advantage of being
a public company linked to the city of Barcelona and the
government of Spain, but managed privately. Its revenues
self-finance the entity and allows us to invest in strategic
projects in logistics for the city. Barcelona buildings such
as the Torre Telefónica or the headquarters of the Blood
Bank are the result of our investments. Our advantage is
that we treasure a dual private and public potential: private
management with a public guarantee. Furthermore, we are
supporting the development of two districts of Barcelona:
the Marina and San Andreu, and we are also proceeding
with the extension of the customs free zone that exists in
our industrial park. With the expansion of the port and the
Mediterranean corridor, the forecast increase in the arrival
of goods ranges between 30 and 40%, so it becomes crucial
to have a free zone that is ready for the demands posed by
international trade in the 21st century. One of the priorities
of the Consortium is to attract new businesses to our industrial and logistics area.

- BIO -

Jordi Cornet has been affiliated
with the Popular Party since 1986,
as a councillor, general coordinator
and spokesman. In January 2012
he was appointed as the president
of the Executive Committee of the
Consortium of the Zona Franca de
Barcelona.
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LE: The Zona Franca Barcelona is divided into different
blocks. How would you define and divide them to better
explain your expansion strategy?
JC: In the industrial park we have three main areas of activity; we have a food area that constitutes a true European
food distribution centre, we also have a business area for
the biochemical industry - an activity for which Barcelona
has a prestigious and important investments, and we also
have a cluster of the automotive sector, with industries such
as Nissan and Seat automobile at the top. Both companies
invest in high-tech projects and they are highly competitive thanks to both their projects and a highly skilled and
competitive workforce.

LE: You have worked hard to increase the parks’ competitiveness, where was your focus after the global economic
climate altered drastically over the past few years?
JC: Spain has had to become competitive again to exit the
crisis. It was obvious that it was needed to reduce overall
costs: salaries, rents, capital, investment, etc. Spain as
a country and Barcelona as a city in particular are good
examples of human quality and quality of life, which are
completed with legal certainty to attract investment. When
looking after business competitiveness it is clear that the
appeal of living in Barcelona and develop a business here
grows. We recently signed an agreement with the free zone
of Tangier, since if there’s competition between zones, then
there is also complementarity, and it is positive to work
together. Barcelona offers guarantees and Tangier cheap
workforce in North Africa just one hour by plane: that's
priceless. The changes that have taken place in recent years
and have enabled the start of the economic recovery of
our country show that in our country we were aware that
we had to catch up by ourselves in order to be the masters
of our own destiny. Spain and Barcelona had it clear. We
made profound changes, we got to the level required and
now we go forward successfully. Our ability to innovate and
adapt to change is an integral part of our culture. Barcelona
counts on a great history, all the major cultures of the world
have passed through here, we are a city of connections but
we are also a host city very friendly with all cultures.

Moreover, today, Barcelona is
an enclave within the future
European rail corridor between
North Africa and Europe. And
finally, we have a quality of
life that makes it very easy to
attract new investors and new
businesses to the city.
LE: According to you, what are the main attributes that
make Barcelona so attractive to foreign investors and
what are the advantages of being part of the Consorci
Zona Franca?
JC: First, geographically speaking Barcelona has one of the
best locations in the world. We are at the midpoint between
Europe, the East and the only continent in the world which
still has significant progress to made in terms of economic
development, Africa. In the medium and long term Africa
will gain political stability and this will open new economic
and social opportunities for African countries. Barcelona
will benefit greatly from this development. Moreover, today,
Barcelona is an enclave within the future European rail
corridor between North Africa and Europe. And finally, we
have a quality of life that makes it very easy to attract new
investors and new businesses to the city.
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- INTERVIEW WITH-

LE: Infrastructure investment has and will remain key
to the growth of Barcelona as a “Global City”. Is your
strategy to expand the role of Barcelona as a platform for
transportation and logistics?

IN -D E P T H
Mercabarna, the market of Southern Europe

Mercabarna, the market
of Southern Europe

Barcelona, hub
of the region

WITHIN EASY ACCESS of the port, Mercabarna (Mercados
de Abastecimientos de Barcelona SA) is the company that administers the Food Unit made up by the city of Barcelona’s
wholesale markets, as well as a large number of companies involved in the production, sale, distribution, import and export
of fresh and frozen produce and products.
Situated in the city’s Zona Franca (free zone) on the west
side of Montjuic—the site of Barcelona’s iconic Olympic
Stadium—Mercabarna covers a surface area of 90 hectares,
with more than 700 companies conducting their business
there, and 23,000 people working in various spheres around
the clock.
Mercabarna’s produce reaches the whole of Spain and many
countries around the world, but its most immediate sphere
of influence encompasses the whole of Catalonia, the north
of the Valencian Community, eastern Aragon, the Balearic
Islands, Andorra, the south of France and the north of Italy. In
total, Mercabarna supplies fresh produce for some 10 million
consumers.
The above statistics show how crucial Mercabarna is to
Barcelona’s economy. The company covers fruit and vegetables,
fish and seafood, meat and slaughterhouse products,
flowers and plants, a multi-purpose food hall, services for
restaurateurs, logistics and distribution companies and service
companies.
With its excellent infrastructure and geographical location,
the company is aggressively promoting itself as the Food Hub
of the Mediterranean. Specialist trade fairs provide a good opportunity for Mercabarna to share its plans and expertise with
professional audiences, and it has attended a number of local
and international trade fairs, and hosts growing numbers of
business delegates.
As well as cementing new partnerships, the company is
keen to demonstrate the potential of the Food Unit as a logistics centre specialising in fresh food.
Appointed in 2011, Josep Tejedo has done much to steer the

HISTORY OF
MERCABARNA
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1967
Founding of the limited
company, Mercados
de Abastecimientos
de Barcelona SA
(Mercabarna).

1971
The precinct’s first wholesale
market opened, the Mercat
Central de Fruites i Hortalisses
(the Central Fruit and
Vegetable Market) which had
come from the iconic Mercat
del Born in Barcelona.

company through a tough recession. In a 2012 interview with
local newspaper La Vanguardia, the trained lawyer and IESE
business school graduate, explained what Mercabarna means
to the Mediterranean, and why the produce quality will never
be affected.
“We have the equivalent of 16 vets working 24 hours a day.
Everything we send out from here is well controlled. We are
constantly seeking distribution channels that are cheaper that
makes things better for clients and can help them better compete on price
“What sets Mercabarna apart is that our products are exclusive, well made and the operators adapt to suit their customers. We don’t just sell food; with our meat for example, we fillet
it, cut it and package exactly to the customers’ requirements.
We guarantee that the markets—La Boquería for example
[Barcelona’s flagship food market which is a tourist attraction
in itself ]—have exclusive and exotic products. La Boquería is
internationally known for the great variety of products it offers—and everything comes from Mercabarna.
“Our operators also adapt to the needs and specific orders
of their clients in the restaurant and hospitality trade. Due to
the nature of their sector, there are those that need particular
products at particular times, and Mercabarna will always deliver. It hosts companies that offer high-added value and specialities: for example, the maturation of bananas or the packaging of different types of potatoes.”
Mercabarna also captures the imagination of artists, most
recently writer and director Albert Espinosa who penned and
shot a critically acclaimed short film set in the “food city”. Pitahaya is the story of a 10 year-old, who, during a school trip
to Mercabarna has an experience that makes him escape and
hide from everyone. Lost in the enclosure, he meets a business
man from the Central Fruit and Vegetable Market, and from
there, they establish a special relationship and reflect on the
need to be brave in the face of various life problems. Pitafuya
takes the viewer into the different facilities and provides a
sweet and fitting tribute to a vital Barcelona institution.

1979
Barcelona’s slaughterhouse,
the Escorxador de Barcelona,
also moved. Until then the
municipal slaughterhouse
had been located on the site
currently occupied by the Parc
de Joan Miró in Barcelona.

1987
Construction of the
entire Zona d'Activitats
Complementàries - ZAC
(Complementary Activities
Zone).

1984
Mercabarna’s Multipurpose Hall was built to
house wholesale companies
marketing prepared and
semi-prepared products.

1988
Change in business hours
(from nighttime to daytime)
for the Central Fruit and
Vegetable Market.

With rail, road, ship and aircraft transport available within a
10km radius, Barcelona is keenly placed to take advantage of the
foresight of its modern founding fathers.

BOASTING THE MEDITERRANEAN’S largest port and
a newly revamped international airport, it is easy to see why
business and leisure travellers flock in their droves to Barcelona. The investment in the transport infrastructure of Barcelona and the surrounding region has been impressive over the
last decade, especially when considering the global recession
that has shaken so many other parts of Spain. New facilities
at the airport and the port have improved import and export
opportunities, and the extension of the high speed railway,
which now covers the four major Catalan regional capitals and
extends its reach into France, allows for rapid, overland travel
for both the casual and business traveller.
And to further add to the envious glances of Barcelona’s
neighbouring rivals, all of the flanks within the logistical sector have been performing well, showing growth in traffic and
profitability that matches the faith shown in the area by its investors. The port of Barcelona has become increasingly important for all aspects of the growth of the city and its surrounds,
with a huge investment by Chinese multinational corporation
Hutchison Port Holdings totalling some €450 million, encompassing enlargement of their cargo terminal, which was only
expanded in 2012. The investment will also see road and rail
access to the port greatly improved. Imports and exports in
2013 totalled 973,000 containers, matching the record set
in 2007. Exports continue to grow, up 4.5%, but the most remarkable news is that imports have rebounded, posting positive numbers for the first time in five years, up 2%.
Further new projects underway soon are those for remodelling the Marina del Port Vell, updating and opening Moll de

Pescadors to the public, enlarging Marina Barcelona 92 (one
of the most important maintenance and remodelling facilities
for mega-yachts in the world), building Marina Vela next to
the W hotel, building the new terminal for American cruise
line Carnival, building a terminal to transport potash and salt
for Israeli multinational corporation ICL.
The sea is not the only exit and entry point for goods to the
region, as road freight has seen steady performance in 2013,
representing some €9.96 billion, which is 21.8% of the total
turnover of the sector in Spain and 43.8% of the turnover of
the transport industry (land, maritime, air, postal activities
and storage) in Catalonia. With further expansion of the road
network planned, and access to the air and sea ports to be improved, road freight will continue to be an important aspect of
the logistical puzzle in the region.
El Prat, the first point of call for the great majority of tourists arriving into the city has also seen impressive growth, both
in passenger numbers and in freight tonnage, a resounding
endorsement of the decision to invest heavily in its infrastructure. With a record 35 million arrivals in 2013, the airport has
room for ample expansion which could see it hit 50 million
arrivals within the next 10 years, dependant on new international routes. The freight side of operations is also performing
solidly, with an increase in tonnage to 100,288 in 2013 from a
reduced amount of operations – highlighting the positive improvements in efficiency.
With its envious position at the heart of the Mediterranean,
and with all major transport links covered, the expansion of
brand Barcelona around the world looks set to continue apace.

1989
The Hospitalet de Llobregat
fruit market joined up with
the Mercabarna Central Fruit
and Vegetable Market.

2008
The new Central Flower
Market located between the
municipality of Sant Boi and
El Prat de Llobregat
was inaugurated on
October 2008.
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Bringing fresh food to millions of consumers every day

IN TERVI E W
Sixte Cambra - President, Port of Barcelona

- INTERVIEW WITH -

Sixte Cambra (SC)

SC: In the last decade we witnessed very important investments for logistics activity in Barcelona, especially in the
port, which is going through the most ambitious expansion
in its history.
The port will double in size from 600 hectares to more
than 1,300. To achieve this we needed to reclaim territory
from the sea, and thanks to the guaranteed investment we
have already completed the sea defence works, allowing
for future potential growth of the port at a further 300
hectares. In this southern extension area the first stage of
the new wharf is fully operational, and houses the container
terminal. The works for the next phase have just started to
complete the 100 hectares committed to by contract.
The outcome is that the port is much more prepared
today than before the crisis, when it reached a point of
saturation and we lost some opportunities. Today the port
is prepared. With an infrastructure that allows for growth,
the capacity has increased exponentially and for many years
to come we will be able to absorb new projects and traffic.

President, Port of Barcelona

LE: How is the port and its logistics platform helping the
expansion of industrial activities and its competitiveness?

- BIO -

Sixte Cambra i Sànchez is a
Spanish businessman, politician
and former vice president of FC
Barcelona. He has worked as an
entrepreneur in the textile sector,
as a management consultant for
Seeliger & Conde, and is currently
president of the Port of Barcelona.
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SC: Actually, the mission of the port as public infrastructure: to help the development of the economic activity of
the country, fundamentally through the internationalisation of the economy, by generating wealth and employment. In terms of economic dimension we are the biggest
port in Spain but we don’t work as if we were a private
company thinking only about our operating account, which
is important obviously to be able to finance our activity, but
instead on our mission to be a facilitator and an engine for
the economy as a whole.
LE: The Port of Barcelona is increasing traffic volume,
how do you explain the attractiveness of the port for international transport companies?
SC: One of the most important elements that differentiates
Barcelona from the other ports in the Mediterranean is in
its diversification. Barcelona appears in the top five of all
different types of commercial activity, and it is also very
diversified in terms of infrastructure, including the most
important logistics zone of the Mediterranean with more
than 200 hectares within the port area.
Barcelona is a port with a very important hinterland,
very well located to serve the Spanish, French and central
European markets. For that reason, and due to the current
strategy of the big container shipping lines, the port of
Barcelona appears extremely well positioned to attract big
companies searching for ports which can provide them
with more access to different markets in only one stop. And
this is a great advantage of Barcelona, taking into consideration that it is also well prepared to handle the biggest
vessels and our investment in two container terminals,
which have the best performance in Europe.

LE: What is the margin of growth of the logistics sector in
Catalonia?
SC: There is an important margin. During the crisis the
industrial sector lost around 25% of its jobs, whilst the
logistics sector has kept almost all the employment. Logistics is an important activity, but the key element here is its
effect upon the rest of industrial activity: the more important the logistics hub of Barcelona becomes, the more it
will help the internationalisation of the natural hinterland
of the port, which is Catalonia. In addition to that, we have
been working hard for the past years in a strategy led by
the port which we call “Puerto en red” (networked port),
through which we have invested and participated directly
with companies that operate rail terminals in the north east
and centre of Spain and in the south of France, including
the development of a logistics centre in Toulouse.

Actually, the mission of the
port as public infrastructure:
to help the development of the
economic activity of the country,
fundamentally through the
internationalisation of the
economy, by generating wealth
and employment.
LE: The number of cruise passengers is also on the rise
as a result of a continuing effort by the port to reduce the
seasonal behaviour of this type of traffic. What is been
done in order to not depend too much on the summer
season?
SC: The cruise activity has increased a lot over the last 10
years, and made Barcelona the leader in Europe and the
world's fourth port in figures after the three ports in Miami,
Florida, USA.
The more we avoid seasonality the better, and our strategy
has followed that path for the past four years, and what is
growing the most is the number of arrivals during low season. From January to March the volume of cruise passengers has increased 14%, reaching 200,000. These are very
relevant figures, and this comes from a strategy of maximising the loyalty of the four biggest cruise ship groups in the
world, which together account for 90% of the market, and
which we want to link to the city.
Carnival for example has its own private terminal and has
committed to build a second one, making Barcelona its biggest base port in terms of dimension. Another example is
Royal Caribbean, which has become the main shareholder
of Creuers del Port de Barcelona, the leading international
cruise terminal operator in Europe. We will continue working in this direction.
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LE: Investment in infrastructure has been and still is
key to the growth of Barcelona as a global city. What are
the plans to continue making Barcelona a transport and
logistics hub?

IN TERVI E W
Alex Cruz - Chairman & CEO, Vueling

Alex Cruz (AC)

Chairman & CEO, Vueling

AC: The existing infrastructure plans are adequate for
the demands and needs of Catalonia for the next ten years
in terms of airports resources. There are only a few areas
where more solutions are needed, with the most pressing
one being the land connectivity of El Prat Airport, since
there is still no metro connection with the city. A project
to connect Metro Line 9 to the airport has already been
announced and we should also study how to connect it with
the rail network, since the airport is already prepared for
that, with a station in place and a pre-tunnel completed,
but the work has to continue.
El Prat still has the capacity to absorb growth for many
years ahead, and it even has plans in place so as to be able
to increase it if necessary, as there is a plan for the construction of a satellite terminal, and the tunnels for the
trains to go from one terminal to the other are already
completed.

What I mean is that
the priority is to create
employment, generate
wealth and attract
investment.

- BIO -

Alex Cruz began his career with
American Airlines in Dallas, and
afterwards, London. He was a
consultant with Arthur D. Little
and Accenture, and grew clickair
to 26 A320s and 58 Europe-wide
routes before merging the company
with Vueling, which is now Spain’s
second-largest airline
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LE: During the crisis, the aviation sector suffered a severe
crunch worldwide, however Vueling continues to expand.
What key factors contributed to this?
AC: There are many reasons: A great destination, Barcelona; route stimulation to the destination through promotional activities; additional supporting vehicles within the
destination such as urban and suburban transportation;
and a superior network of hotels and lodgings at the destination.
There has been a continuing vision for many years. Human and capital resources — money— have been invested
in the promotion of Barcelona and Catalonia around the
world, especially in Europe, where we find a high number
of repeat travellers. And this promotion has been done in
coordination with the public and private sectors.
In terms of aircraft, Vueling has contributed significantly
by expanding connectivity. In the last four years for example, we have added 30 aircraft to our base in El Prat. This
has a guaranteed effect, as we are now generating more
flights to more destinations that have never been connected
to Barcelona before. For us, this is the third year that we
have included ten to twelve new destinations, and this is
how Vueling is leveraging the investment made by the Catalan and Municipal governments to promote tourism. We
work alongside those agencies as we are the carrier both of
Barcelona Turisme and Agència Catalana de Turisme.

LE: What is the impact of being able to travel to these new
destinations for the Catalan people and companies?
AC: Definitely there is not only an incoming effect but
also an outgoing effect. We have evidence from various
chambers of commerce that say that because Vueling
is flying to several secondary cities in countries such as
France and Germany, this action is helping Catalan SMEs
that previously only had clients near European capitals and
major cities. Now those companies can reach new markets
in places such as Manchester, Lyon, Marseilles, Düsseldorf
and Krakow, to name just a few. All they had to do was
take the business that was already working in the capital to
those secondary cities, and it was easy for them to generate
new opportunities, relationships and business.
LE: The domestic market has seen a decrease in the number of passengers during the crisis. How can this situation
be altered in Spain?
AC: The evolution in the number of passengers goes in
hand in hand with the evolution of the economy. I would
like to highlight that the number of foreign arrivals to
Spain has not suffered, as has been proven by the record
number of arrivals. This means that we must continue to be
competitive; not only as an airline and a tourism-oriented
industry, but also as the country as a whole.
As I said, the evolution of tourism is linked to economic
growth. In the case of Spain and Italy, as their economies
recover, we will see a recovery of international travel. We
must take into account, however, that our business thrives
as a result of a virtual circle and that takes time to gain
speed. Nonetheless, recent indicators show encouraging
signs, including an upturn in the number of domestic
travellers. The Government seems to be looking to create
incentives via fiscal policy, so if people have more money
in their pockets we will notice an increase in consumption
and spending.
LE: What is the potential of the Barcelona airport to
attract new routes and more passengers? Can we consider
Barcelona as a hub for passengers in Southern Europe
competing with Madrid?
AC: I believe the policymakers in Barcelona are committed
to supporting the economic activity of the region rather
than the individual drivers to achieve that goal. What I
mean is that the priority is to create employment, generate
wealth and attract investment. The pull of Barcelona is very
powerful, and we need to continue working on fully utilising it. There are still many markets that we need to further
develop, such Eastern Europe or Asia, and this is a project
under permanent construction and, as part of that project, El Prat Airport will also grow in importance. But the
competition is not Madrid, it is Rome, London, Paris, etc.
Barcelona can be more than a destination, it can also be a
hub airport, and flights that used to go through other airports can now stop at Barcelona. This generates economic
activity that didn’t exist before since more resources will be
needed to absorb this type of market that now represents
only 20% of the airport’s activity.
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LE: Considering the importance of the investment in
infrastructure as a key for positioning of Barcelona as
a global city, what is your vision of the actions that have
been developed to expand Barcelona as a tourist destination?
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Making a difference with research

AS A CITY OF INNOVATION, Barcelona is growing as a hub
for biotechnology and research—and on a global scale. Incredibly, this little piece of Europe accounts for nearly 1% of global
scientific production, with 12 world-class universities, more
than 60 research centres, 15 internationally-revered hospitals,
and thousands of knowledge-based companies.
In 2000, the Catalan government’s Ministry for Universities, Research and Information Society began implementing a
blueprint for research to kick-start the Catalan economy and
bring it into the 21st century. It worked.
Today, 22% of Spain’s biotech companies are located in Catalonia; while 45% of Spain’s pharmaceutical companies are
based in Catalonia, including the largest in the sector, which
happen to all be Catalan firms: Admiral, Esteve Ferrer, Grifols,
Lacer and Uriach. The Spanish pharmaceutical sector is Europe’s seventh-biggest in terms of production volume. In the
last five years, according to the 2011 Biocat Report, over 450
Catalan companies (biotechnology, pharmaceutical, medical
technology innovators and service sectors) have experienced
growth rates of between 15% and 30%, which, given the current economic downturn, shows the potential of the sector.
Catalonia is a magnet for European funding in this area and a
pioneer in biomedical research in Southern Europe,
“Catalonia has created a system that is able to attract the
best people and an environment where they have the best opportunities and incentives. This has produced an ecosystem
where scientists can thrive,” says J. Guinovart, the Director of
Barcelona's Institute for Research in Biomedicine (IRB Barcelona).
In the last 15 years, scientific production in Catalonia has
also taken up, with the number of highly cited papers increasing by up to 80%.
As Eduardo Sanchiz, CEO, of Almirall, the largest pharmaceutical company in Barcelona, explains, “For the past
four years the pharmaceutical market in Spain has suffered,
so expanding the business internationally has being a key
move, mainly entering the US and the rest of Europe. In fact,
Almirall has been doing this for the past decade when, back in
2002, our international business represented only 20% of the
total. Today it represents 70%.”
“Investments in R&D go hand in hand with the performance
of the business as a whole. We shouldn’t forget that pharma
companies, just like any other business, depend on their own
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operating accounts to decide whether they can invest more or
less. Our income is what allows us to spend money in R&D so
it is absolutely normal that during the recent years of crisis, the
sector as a whole has reduced investments a little bit, however
investment will continue to invest significant amounts in R&D
and even increase them thanks to the international growth of
our business.”
“Barcelona has proved to be an attractive place for foreign
professionals, in Almirall, for example, we have workers from
over 20 difference countries, and we believe that Barcelona’s
branding as a city has helped a lot in that.”
“While it is true that there has been an increase or an acceleration in recent years, the trend of big pharma companies
buying products or licenses from SMEs or start-ups has been
there for a long time now. It is normal, there are more people
by far outside the big pharma companies than inside, that's
what we call research boutiques.”
Biomedical research contributes 5.8% of Catalan GDP, and
according to a report into Health Science Research presented
by the Results Centre of the Catalan Comprehensive Public
Health Care System in June 2014, biomedical research centres in Catalonia make three euros for every one euro invested in them by the Government. Using data collected from 19
research institutes and centres across Catalonia in 2012, the
report also found that biomedical research has increased its
production by 30% in the last three years. In Catalonia, investment in health research is therefore highly lucrative.
Catalonia’s success in the field of biomedical research is
closely linked to the structure of its research model. A significant number of research centres and companies in the sector are located in more than 20 science and technology parks
within reach of Barcelona. Many more are based in hospitals,
such as the world-class HIV research facility, Irsi Caixa, based
at the Germans Trias i Pujol University Hospital in Badalona,
a small coastal town next within the Barcelona environs. What
sets the region apart from other bio-clusters Europe is its interconnectivity.
“I think talent is everywhere, but there are some specific
landscapes that better facilitate the crystallisation of ideas,”
Dr. Bonaventura Clotet, physician, researcher and the Director of the Irsi Caixa says. “In Catalonia, we are very keen to
collaborate and join forces. There is more synergy between different organisations, hospitals, clinics, and research centres.”
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Life sciences: Internationalising
and increasingly market-focused
Health spending will continue to grow as the population grows older, so
savings in costs will be vital to maintain care for the elderly population.
What is the sector in the region doing to ensure we all stay fit and
healthy into the future?
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Europe, under the Horizon 2020 programme and the Smart
Specialisation Research and Innovation Strategy (RIS3), the
instruments are aligned in that direction. The EU wants investments in research to have a higher impact on productive
innovation.

"When asking for financing, for example
"It is a global trend that pharma companies
Spain’s Centre for Industrial Technological
prefer to spend more money buying companies
Development CDTI's new lines of financial
in phase I or 2 or even preclinical stage
aid have risen the required guarantees above
as well as expanding their collaborations
what they used to ask for in the past. The
with smaller companies in return of more
institutions must understand the tempos of
foreseeable results, better than investing
bioscience ( from six to eight years to develop
on R&D themselves, since in general terms
the product) so if they decide to bet on it they
their internal R&D hasn't been sufficiently
do it with all its consequences, because when
productive to re-fill their pipeline"
the companies go to the banks to complete their
financing and the banks see that even CDTI is
"National life-science venture capital funds
asking for a 100% guarantee then the message are short in number, YSIOS, Inveready, Caixa
is like if they don't even trust in the project
Capital Risc, Healthequity, and few more. At
themselves"
an international level we would like to notice
an incipient and growing interest in Spain by
"All the companies here are experiencing
the investment funds"
more difficulties when asking for public
Eduard Diviu, Sagetis Biotech, CEO.
funding locally and that's the reason why
most of them are asking for money abroad.
Spanish start-ups have a little advantage in
this sense, since in the case of the EU, there is
an interest in supporting consortium’s which
include peripheral SMEs"
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THE BARCELONA SCIENCE Park is to Europe what Silicon Valley is to the U.S., boasting the best infrastructure and
minds working round the clock in ground-breaking areas of
life sciences. The Park, based on the seafront of the beautiful
city, offers institutions and companies an ideal environment
dedicated to the generation, transfer and value addition in the
field of the life sciences. A cluster with a wide range of scientific and technological support for research.
Located in the Knowledge Campus, the PCB provides regular basic services and an excellent environment for networking, with more than 2,000 highly qualified researchers working there. The National Genome Analysis Centre (CNAG) is
just one of the entities the PCB nurtures.
A non-profit organisation funded by the Spanish Ministry
of Economy and Competitiveness and the Catalan Government through the Economy and Knowledge Department and
the Health Department, CNAG relies on competitive grants
and contractual research with the private sector provide additional funds.
The CNAG was created on 2009 with the mission to carry
out projects in DNA sequencing and analysis in collaboration
with researchers from Catalonia, Spain and from the international research community in order to ensure the competiveness of our country in the strategic area of genomics. We
started operations in March 2010 with twelve last-generation
sequencing systems, which has enabled the centre to build a
sequencing capacity of over 800 Gbases/day, the equivalent
of completely sequencing six human genomes every 24 hours.
This capacity positions the CNAG as the second largest European centre in terms of sequencing capacity.
The Centre has a staff of highly qualified individuals, 50%
of which hold a PhD degree. The bioinformatics team together
with its outstanding computing infrastructure (2.6 petabyte
of data storage and over 1,250 cores of computing) places the
CNAG as a centre of excellence in data analysis.
The CNAG takes part in genome sequencing and analysis
projects in areas as diverse as cancer genetics, rare disorders,
host-pathogen interactions, the preservation of endangered
species, evolutionary studies and the improvement of species
of agricultural interest, in collaboration with scientists from
universities, hospitals, research centres and companies in the
sector of biotechnology and pharma.
The major unresolved issue in the Barcelona life sciences
field remains the valuation and marketing of that investigation and the capitalisation of the source of innovation, which
are the clinical environments. There still is a disconnect between indicators of scientific excellence and innovation. From

IN -D E P T H
The 0.1% driving biotech in the region

Barcelona may only have 0.1% of the worlds population but it produces
over 1% of the worlds patents and research. With further funding about
to come into play, Barcelona looks set to continue its rise as the biotech
capital of Southern Europe.

Markets and internationalisation
The knowledge generated by research in biotechnology has
many possible applications and, as a result of that, many possible markets. Although human health is the most visible and
developed, there are important opportunities in Catalonia in
segments such as animal heath, agriculture, food or energy.
According to Eduardo Sanchiz, CEO of Almirall, the biggest pharma company in Catalonia, whose medicinal products
are marketed in over 70 countries on five continents, international expansion is the key to the industry’s survival.
“Back in 2002, our international business represented only
20% of the total; today it represents 70%,” he says.
“Investments in R&D necessarily go in parallel to the performance of the business as a whole. We shouldn't forget that,
just like any other business, pharma companies depend on
their own operating accounts to decide whether they can invest
more or less. Our income is what allows us to spend money in
R&D so it is absolutely normal that during the recent years
of crisis the sector as a whole has reduced investments a little bit, however we will continue to invest significant amounts
in R&D, and even increase them thanks to the international
growth of our business”
With more than 3,000 people working for them at their
Barcelona and German development centres, 500 of which
are dedicated specifically to R&D, Almirall devotes more than
23% of its net sales to R&D.

© Jordiferrer / Wikimedia

HEALTH IS ONE of the most important knowledge-based industries, and the number of companies working in this field
has almost doubled since the year 2000. The challenge for the
economy is that 80% of these companies are SMEs and most
are micro-enterprises that exist outside the marketplace and
are therefore still dependent on public aid. The global downturn has affected the sector, as public aid has dwindled along
with start-ups that could not survive the initial stages.
Access to finance is therefore key for the growth of the sector and, despite the crisis, private financing has grown thanks
to private equity funds, which have quintupled investments
between 2000 and 2013.
Despite the economic situation, Barcelona and Catalonia
are at the forefront of exceptional healthcare development.
Take the Fundació Puigvert, one of eight members of the Barcelona Medical Agency, for example. Through its attachment
to the Faculty of Medicine at Universidad Autónoma De Bar-
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“Barcelona has proved to be an attractive
place for foreign professionals. Within
Almirall, for example, we have workers from
over 20 nationalities, and we believe that the
Barcelona brand as a city has helped a lot
in that. While it is true that there has been
an increase and acceleration in recent years,
the trend of big pharma companies buying
products or licenses from SMEs or startups has been there for a long time now. It is
normal, there are more people, by far, outside
the big pharma companies than inside: that's
what we call research boutiques.”
Mitelos is another successful name in this field. An independent, privately-owned pharmaceutical company committed to developing, registering and licensing Nutraceuticals,
Medical Devices, Oral Care products, Dermocosmetics and
Drugs within selected areas of interest, the company’s goal is
to provide commercial added-value through innovative products to its licensees.
“Barcelona is a city with top level, world-class medical resources and a century-old tradition of chemical and pharmaceutical companies,” says CEO, Joaquim Colomé. “There is a
strong university tradition, know-how and well trained human
resources here. The problem comes when retaining the talent
and avoiding brain drain to other countries. Nonetheless,
there are plenty of foreigners interested in coming to Barcelona. It is relatively easy to reach financing in a level up to 1
million euros, either from individuals, private equity funds, etc
that are willing to invest. The complications comes when trying to reach higher levels of investment. In this sense, we have
noticed that there is a wave of investment funds arriving in the
recent past months that are establishing offices in Barcelona
as HQ to invest in Southern Europe”.

celona (UAB), the Foundation carries out vital research on the
treatment of diseases and dysfunctions of the urinary system
and male genital tract, and provides training in the specialties
of urology, andrology and nephrology both to young specialists in the Spanish national medical residency system and
through courses and training placements in these specialties
to healthcare professionals from all over the world. It undertakes 90,000 urological operations, 5,000 reproductive medicine interventions, 1,600 kidney transplant operations and
90 prostate surgeries, using cutting edge technology and, for
many of the prostate operations, the Da Vinci Robot.
As Esperança Martí, President of Fundació Puigvert says:
“Healthcare in Spain stands out for high quality standards,
nonetheless, in order to improve and become more efficient,
there are still some structural reforms that should be implemented such as, among others, the creation of more primary assistance centres, the delivery in pharmacies of the exact
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amount of medicine dose prescribed by the doctor (the actual
systems only allows to sell full packages), a catalogue of services of the public healthcare system common for the whole
country, or a better organization of the hours of usage of operation rooms which now are limited and they could be operating more time”
“The Catalan private healthcare is profitable, the working
methods have been prove efficient and the critical mass of patients is high enough to make the projects feasible, that's why
different investment funds are participating in the sector”
“Barcelona has earned a good reputation as an international medical centre, but we need to continue working in order to
consolidate it”

Design
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main strategies of BDIC: promotion and internationalisation
of the sector. According to ‘La Catalonia industrial, Un
objectiu compartit’, a Catalonian Government report, the
design industry is composed of 6,570 companies, with a total
turnover of €17.8 billion and 53,316 people employed, figures
that highlight the importance of this sector for the industrial
competitiveness of the country.
The main purpose of the BDIC is to introduce design as an
strategic element and a driving force for innovation in four key
sectors - City, Health, Mobile and Habitat - in order to increase
the competitiveness of the members, and to position Barcelona as a centre of excellence at an international level in innovation through design.
The organisations mentioned above work together closely with many others from the region, for example, the FAD
(Fostering Art and Design) has become a centre of reference
for design and architecture in Catalonia and Spain thanks to
its commitment to the ongoing promoting of creative culture
through exhibitions, professional talks, prizes and events.
Working throughout the sector, via ADI-FAD (industrial design), ADG-FAD (graphic design and visual communication),
ARQUIN-FAD (architecture and interior design), A-FAD (art
and craft work), MODA-FAD (image and fashion), the FAD
boasts over 1500 associated professionals, who receive information on current affairs in the disciplines linked to design
and architecture. The FAD is another vital tool in the kit of
the City Council for the promotion and success of design from
Barcelona penetrating outside of Catalonia and into the rest
of the world.
The Barcelona Design Festival, organised by BCD and FAD,
aims to firmly place Barcelona as a world capital of design and
innovation, and will run from 2th June to 10th July. The third
edition aims to bring out the potential of companies, entrepreneurs and professionals and help them compete globally. With
two main centres of activity - the Barcelona Design Week (2th
June to 14th June) and the FADfest (25th June to 10th July)
and the - this event has an extensive programme of activities
that will bring design and society closer together and will promote design amongst citizens, professionals, entrepreneurs
and the wider public, taking into consideration the economic
and cultural dimensions of design.
Barcelona, designing the future with an eye not only on the
past, but also on ways of improving the situation of the companies based here, and the lives of all the people it touches.
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DESIGN

DESIGN IS A VITAL aspect of the modern world, a driver of
growth and innovation, and a method for people to express
themselves as individuals, and for cities to communicate their
ideas to a wide audience, both at home and abroad. Barcelona
is a world leader in design, since the days of Gaudi, Miró,
Tàpies and Brossa to name but a few, and as such has had to
constantly reinvent itself to stay at the forefront of the sector.
Recent developments in the industry have seen the creation of organisations that travel the world selling the talent
and companies that will help continue to drive Barcelona and
the design behind it, forward. The Barcelona Design Centre
(BDC) was created in 1973 as a centre for business excellence,
and also to act as a key player in the field of innovation. BDC
currently develops projects and activities in the following areas: Design Policy, Business Growth and Creative Entrepreneurship, and Promotion and Internationalisation, and you
can read an interview with the Director, Isabel Roig, on the
next pages in this section. BDC aims to push Barcelona and
Catalonia as a pole of excellence in design, with a sustainable
and economically sound model, showing the competitiveness
of its companies and organisations, and the exporting of its
products and services.
The BDC recently moved to new headquarters, designed
by MBM Architects, in the Disseny Hub, close to Torre Agbar,
where the newly built and opened Museu del Disseny is located.
The building overlooks an artificial lake and public space, and
includes a conference centre, library, archive and auditorium.
The museum has a 70,000-piece collection formed by merging
Barcelona’s museums of textiles, ceramics, decorative arts and
graphic design. Objects range from Moorish and Renaissance
fabrics, to a 1934 armchair by Josep Lluís Sert and a Cobi
figure in aluminium, the mascot designed by Javier Mariscal
for the 1992 Barcelona Olympics.
The Barcelona Design Innovation Cluster (BDIC), driven
by BCD, has been awarded with the “Cluster Management
Excellence Label Bronze – Striving for Cluster Excellence”, a
quality label provided by the European Secretariat for Cluster
Analysis (ESCA), the key entity in Europe for management
analysis and recognition of business clusters, consisting of
experts from 27 countries. BDIC currently gathers over 150
members, about 140 belong to BCD Business Club, which
employ more than 5,100 people and contributes some €685
million to the local economy. 31% of the total turnover comes
from exports, a fact that shows the importance of one of the
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- INTERVIEW WITH -

Isabel Roig (IR)
Managing director, BCD Barcelona Centre de Disseny (Barcelona Design Centre)
President of BEDA (Bureau of European Design Associations)

IR: First of all I would like to clarify that when we speak
about the design sector we should take into account that
despite its recognition as a sector in 2009, when it was
included in the Nomenclature of Economics Activities
(NACE), the numbers that we see there do not reference of
its real economic weight, because not all the design companies have changed their registration from their previous
classification. We are currently working on an up to date
map of design companies to have the real picture of the sectors size in terms of GDP.
Secondly, design has added value to Barcelona by making
it, for example, a world reference in urban design. Despite
taking a long time for design to be internationally recognised as an added value, the European Commission has
included in its current policy that innovation is not only
technological but also design, and they are supporting it.
Design is all about people, and anything users or consumers interact with has a clear design component, from
glasses to smart phones, public spaces, health services,
social services’ websites for old people, and so on.
Design has evolved from being considered as simply a way
to embellish things, to being seen as a driver that can help
innovation, make improved products, services, environments and help society face certain challenges, such as
sustainability, the green model and ageing populations.
In terms of economic promotion it has become vital, nowadays companies from a great variety of sectors use design
as a key tool to become more competitive internationally
and increase exports.
LE: What are the needs of today which design must respond?

- BIO -

Isabel Roig is the managing director
of Barcelona Design Centre and
president of Bureau of European
Design Associations. Roig works
to strengthen dialogue with the
European Commission and to create
policies for the Europe 2020 strategy.
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IR: I would say improvement of user experiences. This
involves diverse examples, from the experience of flying,
going to a hotel or driving a car, to the revolution that will
come with 3D printing, which HP is developing in Barcelona, in St Cugat, where they have established their global
division for designing large format printers.
Obviously, there will always be sectors that are more technology driven than design driven, such as pharmaceuticals,
where design is just an add on. But the majority of sectors
are potential design users, since design can definitely increase their competitiveness.
LE: In terms of job creation and entrepreneurship, what
is the input of the sector?
IR: The sector is growing and generating quality jobs as
well as creating talent. Barcelona has a lot of design schools
and many people from abroad are coming here to study,
which mean creative talent for the city. Moreover, we are
seeing the creation of small design studios and design
services enterprises.
BDC launched a programme four years ago supporting creative based entrepreneurship, called Design Ideas
Market comprising two phases. One of them aims to help
existing start-ups that are looking for financing, so we help

them to grow via fundraising calls, and the other is aimed
at those who have good ideas but still don’t have a business
plan or don’t know how to develop one. In this second
case we organise innovation forums where they can gain
visibility for their ideas, and meet companies that are seeking external innovation and might be interested in either
buying one of those ideas, or even recruiting the designer to
develop it together.
In terms of job creation, there are many opportunities in
the creative industries, not in vain, this sector concentrates
the 4.1% of the European GDP and occupies the 6.5% of
the overall workforce (14 million of people).
LE: What are your main priorities of work as BDC?
IR: We are focused on different areas, one of them is aimed
at including design into policies ran by public bodies both
locally and at the European Commission. We work to
increase the awareness on the value of design, we don't
like the way it is currently measured within the European
Innovation Survey and we are developing projects on how
to collect, measure and interpret design data.
Another area is business oriented, supporting enterprises, joint projects to promote innovation through design,
increase competitiveness, and of course supporting entrepreneurship by creating links between entrepreneurs and
consolidated companies.
And then, there is another area aimed at internationalisation through two types of actions. One is promotion of the
Barcelona city brand and its professionals and businesses
abroad, called Barcelona Design Export program, involving
not only pure design services companies but also design
driven companies from any sector (which have different
activities but where design plays a key role). We promote
Barcelona as a city with good design, good creativity, an optimum design services community, good designers and with
design driven companies of international reputation.
The other side of the coin is attracting major players to
Barcelona, and we called that programme the Corporate
Design Platform, which includes developing a space where
we will be able to host companies starting from 2015. We
work to attract companies to Barcelona to develop their
design activities and build design labs, innovation labs,
interact with the final users and develop projects with local
designers, universities, design schools, etc. The goal is to
make Barcelona a consolidated world design hub.

Design has evolved from being
considered as simply a way to
embellish things, to being seen as
a driver that can help innovation,
make improved products, services,
environments and help society
face certain challenges, such as
sustainability, the green model and
ageing populations.
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LE: What is the role of the design sector in Barcelona as
an engine for economic growth and social improvement?
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B R IEF I N G
Barcelona, capital of tourism

BARCELONA has had a remarkably impressive run of growing the number of
tourists that visit what is essentially a small, compact city. Since the Olympics of
1992 the numbers of tourists has grown almost exponentially - from 2.45 million
in 1993 to 7.44 million in 2012, with the number expected to break through the
8 million barrier with ease, and in fact, approach 9 million. And this number of
visitors to a city that is constrained on all sides by the sea, the majestic Tibidabo,
Montjuic and Badalona, meaning growth of the city must be within these predefined barriers. Not to mention the local population of some 1.5 million in the city
proper, and up to 4 million in the metro zone.
The questions on everyone’s lips is: can the city sustain such mass tourism,
and what can the city council do to offer solutions that fit with all the requirements of all the people who use the city on a daily basis? From the locals who
depend on tourism for their businesses, to the residents of some of the many
buildings that house tourist flats, to the working population who must cope with
huge numbers of people during the summer months, to the tourists themselves.
What kind of tourism does Barcelona want?
This is exactly what Barcelona Turisme have been asking themselves, and the
residents of the city. Theirs is a fine balancing act between all aspects of commercialism and tourism, and of altering the makeup of a city that is both a living,
breathing museum for visitors and locals alike, and one that is fast becoming a
hotspot for innovation and business. For starters, the city council, in conjunction
with the regional tourist board would like visitors to see the other offering of the
area, away from Las Ramblas, El Gotico, Borne and Raval, otherwise known as
the Old City or Ciutat Vella, and for people to explore the wider countryside.
However, first we must celebrate the fine progress the city has made in increasing the number of visitors threefold, and how the city has expanded its
offering for this increase in tourists. But first some figures. This huge rise in
tourism has been reflected in hotel occupancy, which has risen from 54% to 77%
during the period 1993 - 2013, as well as overnight stays, which have increased
fourfold. In 1993, 4.3 million tourists spent the night in Barcelona, while in 2013
more than 16 million tourists did so. As Sònia Recasens, Second Deputy Mayor
of Barcelona and Vice-president of Turisme de Barcelona, says, “Tourism has
been a major driving force in Barcelona's growth and it is a transversal source of
wealth that generates profits for other sectors.”
Barcelona has also become a reference point for attracting business tourism
and for organising fairs and congresses, otherwise known as MICE tourism
(meetings, incentives, conferences, exhibitions). This is reflected in the figures,
in that over the last 20 years, this type of tourism has increased by 95%, in no
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avoiding one the huge pitfalls of tourism, that being seasonality and fluctuating visitor numbers, which adversely affects
employment, revenue and makes planning for all entities difficult. In the last 20 years, Barcelona has received some 25-million cruise-ship passengers, and this sector has experienced a
growth of 1,485%. In 1993, 152,082 tourists passed through
the Port of Barcelona, whereas in 2012 the figure was just under 2.5 million.
However, the airport is still the main entrance to the city
for international tourists. The number of tourists arriving at El
Prat Airport has increased by 263%, the total number of tourists passing through the airport in the last twenty years is almost 450 million. In terms of tourist nationality, most visitors
to the city come from the United Kingdom and Ireland, rising from 137,494 to 661,686 people since 1993. Second place
goes to visitors from the United States, whose numbers have
increased by nearly 200%, highlighting the draw of the city
worldwide, and also the importance of the cruise and MICE
businesses in drawing repeat visitors here.
Total international tourism has increased by 285% in the
last 20 years, which makes Barcelona the fifth-biggest European tourist destination, in terms of the number of overnight
stays. The city has climbed 10 places in this ranking since 1993.
The number of hotel places in the city has also increased, especially in terms of luxury hotels, and for the 1993-2012 period,
the number of available hotel places in Barcelona increased by
148.6%, rising from 26,191 in 1993 to 65,100 in 2013.

TOURISM

Barcelona,
capital of tourism

small part down to the activities of FIRA, the city’s trade fair
institution, based in Plaça Espanya. Active since 1932, FIRA a
consortium made up by the Barcelona City Council, the Catalan Generalitat (government) and the Barcelona Chamber
of Commerce, which combines public ownership with autonomous company management. Through its actions FIRA
attracts 2.5 million visitors, 30,000 companies and over 70
shows/exhibitions per year, which brings the city and its surrounds over €2.5 billion of economic input. The depth of activity the company provides is a solid base for selling yet another
offer of Barcelona, and helps to increase the visibility of the city
in a business sense whilst encouraging repeat visits, if not for
another event, for the city itself. In this way, FIRA is one of the
best brand ambassadors the city could possibly have. As Jordi Clos, the Vice-president of Turisme de Barcelona, explains,
"Apart from being a driving force for entrepreneurial creativity
and initiatives, tourism is currently acting as a lifeboat for the
city's economic activities."
Barcelona has also managed to create a huge sector where
before there was only a small to medium sized one, and this
is with the advent of major cruise line tourism in the region.
From humble beginnings, the Port of Barcelona is now the
4th biggest in the world in terms of passenger numbers, and
this is only set to get bigger as the city welcomes one of the
worlds biggest ships - Royal Caribbean’s Allure of the Seas –
into its port as its home base. This means Barcelona will see
thousands of new visitor faces throughout the whole year,
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IN TERVI E W
Jordi William Carnes - Managing Director, Turisme Barcelona

Jordi William Carnes (JW)
Managing Director, Turisme Barcelona

JW: The first achievement is that Barcelona has become a
leading urban destination in the world.
We are receiving both leisure and business tourists split
50-50. We need to continue promoting the MICE segment
because it brings more revenues, however in summer there
is no MICE and you need to promote leisure, and the same
applies to the weekends. It’s a balancing act. Secondly,
there is not one Barcelona but several Barcelonas, so we
have to focus on a wide range of products adapting to
different types of visitors. Our visitors demand different
services depending on their interests - cultural, gastronomic, shopping, sports, healthcare, et cetera. The challenge
now is digitalisation, potentially reaching the visitor in a
more direct and personalised way. A smart use of technology would allow us to not only respond to the visitor's
questions or demands, but to be able to offer them options
in advance, according to his interests, preferences. That's
the challenge, to absorb the information we can get from
one person and adapt our offer to them, but this is the
future and it is subject to other issues such as personal data
protection, thus we have to go step by step.
LE: What key elements should guide the goals and strategies of the future tourism development plan for Barcelona?

- BIO -

Jordi William Carnes was
Minister of Agriculture for
Catalonia, Deputy Mayor for
Economic Development and
Budget in Barcelona, and currently
holds the presidency of CTecno, a
private network of professional
associations and technological
corporations Catalonia.
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JW: From a territorial perspective, the city of Barcelona
itself is small, so we need to promote the surroundings. We
cannot put all the pressure on some limited areas, so the
idea is to diversify the supply of activities available for the
tourist. In this sense we are working together with other
institutions and tour operators in order to offer Montserrat,
Sitges, wine tours in Penedès. These areas are relatively
close to Barcelona as the upgrade in the transport infrastructure in the last decade allows us, for example, to go to
Girona in a high speed train which would take us only half
hour, or the same for the Museum of Figueres which we can
reach in 40 minutes. That way we are able to offer new experiences to the tourist that repeats, which represents 40%
of the total amount, to keep that person motivated to come
back as they can find a pleasant hinterland apart from the
city’s attractions, including even skiing in the winter. The
promotion of the Barcelona-Pyrenees is very interesting as
many people don't associate the brand Barcelona with ski,
and it is only one hour and a half from the city. This strategy goes in line with boosting the tourism during the low
season, which is winter, and therefore we can tackle seasonality and increase our market share. Another example is
gastronomy, where Barcelona has a huge potential in terms
of quality and price if we compare it with other destinations
in the world. We also have a good supply of sports activities
and options, Barcelona is a city where people are generally
engaged in doing sports and out visitors will feel comfortable and can take advantage of different offers.

LE: Barcelona has been experiencing a boom in the hotel
sector over the last years, how do you assess the viability
for further investment by international hotel chains?
JW: The private sector is already doing this analysis, they
see that the profitability and the IRR are very attractive.
It is possible and attractive to buy a hotel because there is
an average occupancy rate such that in a period of four of
six years provides a high IRR. This is happening, so the
international investors have already invested and will continue to invest in the city. The trend we have noticed is that
investors are not primarily hotel chains, but rather a lot
of investment has gone into buildings which are renovated and transferred the management to experienced hotel
groups, this is the current phenomenon.
LE: What international markets are gaining more weight
in recent years and what new markets is Barcelona Turisme interested in bringing to the city?
JW: Historically our core business is Europe, markets like
France, Italy, UK, Germany or the Netherlands are the ones
we can never forget about. Then we have the USA, who has
two points of entry, the airplane connection and the raising
volumes of cruise tourists. Where are we looking now? The
medium to high end tourist of Latin America, especially in
Mexico, Brazil and the principal cities of the continent such
as Bogotá, Santiago de Chile, Lima, who have purchasing
power and see Spain as an easy combination of language
and security. We already experienced good results from
the Russian market which has recently decreased a little
bit due to the current weakness of their currency and the
political context, but we believe this will refloat sooner than
later. And our biggest challenge is Asia. As long as these
countries, especially China, continue incentivising consumption and people have more income they will travel.

A smart use of technology
would allow us to not only
respond to the visitor's
questions or demands, but to
be able to offer them options
in advance, according to
their interests, preferences.
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LE: What is you assessment of the outcomes of the
Strategic Tourism Plan 2015, and what challenges still
need to be addressed?

IN -D E P T H
Precious Penedés, celebrating viniculture in Catalonia

Precious Penedés, celebrating
viniculture in Catalonia
The wine producing area of Catalonia is famous for its cava, where
90% of the Spanish output is produced. However, the region is
much, much more than that, with fantastic offerings for the traveller looking for a beautiful location without the maddening crowds
of the bigger cities and coastal areas.
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WITH LUSH ROLLING hills backed by spectacular cloud
covered mountains in the distance, the region of Penedés is
one of Spain, and indeed Europe’s, premier wine producing
regions. The offering of the area is second to none, with cava,
red and white wines produced in abundance, alongside some
of the finest restaurants of Catalonia serving food that will appeal to the taste buds, and the ideas behind ‘zero kilometre’
produce that has not travelled the world to arrive on your plate.
The soil of the area is ideal for the production of wine,
and made up of a mixture of limestone and clay, as are the
weather conditions, which, being mild and warm for most of
the year, with a drop in temperature over the winter periods,
almost perfect for producing quality vintages in most years. A
large selection of wine grapes can thrive under these conditions. Black varietals, such as Garnacha, Tempranillo, Cariñena, Monastrell and Cabernet Sauvignon are grown in Bajo
Penedés. In Medio Penedés (the source of more than half of
the region's total grape harvest) the leading varietals are Xarel-lo and Macabeo (also called Viura). These grapes are used
primarily for Cava.
Additionally, international vines such as Chardonnay, Cabernet Franc and Sauvignon Blanc have acclimatised to the
moderate temperatures of this zone. The Parellada, a native
vine and one of the principal varieties in Cava, is the lead-
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ing grape in Alt Penedés. Other whites are also grown in its
high altitudes, including the foreign varieties Riesling, Chenin
Blanc and Gewürztraminer.
A great deal of the wine producers in Penedés are small
scale family owned affairs that make wine exclusively from
their own harvests, with all the processes of wine making taking place on their property, using age old techniques that hark
back to times past. However, within the region there are also
many famous names, from Cordoníu to Freixenet, and Torres.
All are internationally known cava and white wine makers
with great pedigree, with Cordoníu in particular pushing the
boundaries of what wine production is in the region. Cordoníu
was the first Spanish vintner to produce a quality Cava, using the champenoise method with the local grape varieties to
produce the families' highly respected cava. Not only this, the
family also commissioned the lesser-known contemporary of
Gaudi, architect Josep Puig i Cadafalch, to design their cellars
in 1915.
Penedés has been a centre of wine production in Spain for
over 2,500 years, ever since the Phoenicians planted and cultivated the first Chardonnay grapes, who were followed by the
ancient Greeks and Romans who grew the area’s importance
as an area for wine, and agriculture. As with its geography and
climate, Penedés was blessed to be based within easy trading
distance of the Via Augusta River, which meant demand for its
wine increased rapidly, and spread throughout the Mediterranean basin, a trend that was to continue even after the downfall of the Roman Empire and into the Middle Ages.
During the Middle Ages, the rule of the Catholic Church
meant that demand for wine was kept high due to the necessity
of providing the blood of Christ at mass every Sunday, in every
village, town and city throughout most of the Mediterranean.
The Islamic rulers of Spain at the time allowed the practice of
wine production to continue even though it was against their
religion, as it was such an important source of revenue for the
coffers of government. However, with the eventual victory of
the Christian ‘Reconquistas’ (re-conquerors) in the late 13th
early 14th century and the impact of the Black Death around
the same period, the production of wine dropped off, and did
not become a major region of production again until the 18th
century, after the prosperous Spanish Empire began to export
to new markets in the Americas, and to the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands.
Now Penedés exports its wine and cava across the globe to
great acclaim and profit for the region and its people, but the
attractions of the region do not start and stop with viniculture.

© ACT / Georama

For example, the Cami de Pagesia lets you explore the region
in a different way, using smart phone technology to interact
with famous novels that are based in Penedés, to gain a truly unique insight into the inspirations of the generations of
writers that have used the area as their muse. Continuing in
the creative theme, in Sant Sadurní there is a tour that will
take the intrepid visitor through time, back to the beginnings
of modernism and Art Nouveau and see how it affected this
countryside idyll by introducing ideas of design not seen outside of big cities, all thanks to the wealth of the region that
came from its wine production.
And of course, as part of the Catalan heartland, in Penedés
you can find the famous ‘Casteller’ (otherwise known as ‘Human Towers’), and at certain times of the year, be able to watch
the different ‘socios’ (community groups that prepare the casteller) practise, but beware; they are not for the faint of heart
but only the bravest of souls and the danger of falling is only
ever one slip away. Penedés is a sensation for the soul and for
the stomach, and will only continue to become more popular
as its fame spreads, so on your next visit be sure to take the
time to visit for at least one day, and leave with a little of Catalonia in your heart.

PENEDÉS HAS been a centre of wine production in
Spain for over 2,500 years, ever since the Phoenicians
planted and cultivated the first Chardonnay grapes,
who were followed by the ancient Greeks and Romans
who grew the area’s importance as an area for wine, and
agriculture.
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Jordi Clos Llombart - President, Gremi d'Hotels and Derby Hotels Collection

Jordi Clos Llombart (JC)
President, Gremi d'Hotels and Derby Hotels Collection

JC: In 1992 we bet on tourism in a city that didn't exist at
a tourist level. Barcelona is the only city in the last 20 years
that has been born. The others didn’t turn into anything,
didn’t change their DNA as Barcelona did. The first phase
of this process until 2010 was to create a critical mass of
tourism. The leap has been extraordinary and we achieved
the goal of this phase one making Barcelona a tourist town
and having sufficient critical mass to structure the city.
Our goal is to compete with a city like Rome in the coming
years. We have started to create a more sustainable tourism
model through diversification. It is obvious that a tourist
coming to Barcelona wants to see Las Ramblas but we have
to develop other activities if the visitors are to stay three or
four days in the city. The idea is to decentralize tourism to
different parts of the city. We created a new line of tourism through new amazing places such as Glories square
or Hospital St Pau. The influence of tourism that focuses
only on one part of the city causes several problems and
we are responding to these issues. We know clearly that
we don’t want to make Barcelona a theme park. The good
thing about the city is that it has an ideal size and extraordinary conditions and makes it unique. You have to know
that tourism accounts for 14% of the GDP of the city and
in times of crisis, we all have to understand that it is an activity essential to our economy and we have to take care of
it. What we achieved is fascinating. Before 1992, the hotels
used to close during weekends because the city was empty.
I remember that in ‘85 or ‘86 we went around the world
to sell the city of Barcelona as a tourist destination. In Los
Angeles, the travel agencies used to ask us if the city was in
North Africa or southern Spain.

We know clearly that
we don’t want to make
Barcelona a theme park. The
good thing about the city is
that it has an ideal size and
extraordinary conditions
that make it unique.
- BIO -

Jordi Clos is the chairman of the
Derby Hotels Collection chain, and
also the president of the Guild of
Hoteliers in Barcelona. In 1992
he created the Clos Archaeological
Foundation for art and ancient
culture, and in 1994 he inaugurated
the Egyptian Museum in Barcelona.
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LE: How would you explain the strength of the Barcelona
brand in the world and its evolution over the years?
JC: That happens because of the coincidence of two very
strong things that helped the city a lot. Clearly, FC Barcelona, in good times is a key factor. But the most decisive
issue for the city was the vision of Turisme de Barcelona in
the 90s that was able to create a very strong link between
the business and the political world. That's something that
hasn't been achieved in other Spanish cities and in very few
European cities.

LE: How do new models of accommodation in tourism,
with the success of private online concepts, undermine the
hotel business?
JC: There is a relationship of conflict. We are initiating a
process to set limits to this phenomenon, as in New York
where it is totally forbidden. There is a difference between
a legal and constituted supply and an illegal and uncontrolled one. I can’t allow a situation where anyone who has
a spare room uses it to make business without paying VAT,
taxes and tourism fees. That is a totally unfair competition
because it creates the possibility of losing the image of the
city. It is very difficult to control due to the new technologies.
LE: There’s contrast between the image perceived externally, where Barcelona enjoys an excellent reputation, and
the opinion of local residents, which, far from rejecting
tourism and its benefits, have a more critical view in relation to its impact. Where do you see the solution to this
dilemma?
JC: It was decided to implement a fee, a tourist tax. This
decision is not political, it was the businessmen and
entrepreneurs themselves who made this decision, and
politicians supported the initiative. This fee goes to the
city council on the one hand and the other to the regional
government. The project of the Mayor Xavier Trias is that
from the money collected by the municipality, a part goes to
Turisme de Barcelona to continue tourism promotion and
the other is part invested in the city and projects for the
citizens of Barcelona: opening a school, refurbish a square,
renovate buildings that fall. Thus, the mentality of a small
neighbourhood changes when you explain that renewal is
made with the money of tourists, they see things differently.
Very soon, we will see the positive effects of this initiative
and the opinion of our citizens about the impact of tourism
in the city will change.
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LE: The number of tourists to Barcelona has grown exponentially from 2.5 million in 1993 to 7.6 million in 2013.
How will the tourism industry continue to benefit from
tourism while preserving the authentic character of the
city?

IN -D E P T H
FIRA – The best trade fair in Europe

Attracting repeat visitors, business and driving the
economy, FIRA is a mainstay of the Barcelona growth
sector, both at home and abroad
SINCE IT HOSTED one of the most successful Olympics
events in the history of sporting spectacles in 1993— who can
forget that iconic diving shot with a panoramic view of the city
behind? — Barcelona has become one of Europe’s most popular cities for conferences, meetings and major trade events.
With its easy air access, well-equipped hotels, superb logistics and infrastructure, as well as the hallmark attractions of
a touristic city, Barcelona provides destination management
companies with a wealth of options for every budget.
It is also the go-to place for trade fairs, as the history of
FIRA de Barcelona, the city’s trade organisation can attest to.
Situated just 10 minutes from Barcelona’s two airport terminals, with a magnificent backdrop of the Montjuic palace and
in an avenue lined with fountains, the Fira is one of the best
platforms for business, international exposure of companies,
product marketing, networking and knowledge exchange and
works tirelessly to attract international events and clients.
Its major coup has been to secure the annual meeting of
Mobile World Congress, the World's Largest 3GSM Conference & Exhibition event, that in 2014 attracted more than
85,000 attendees from over 200 countries who witnessed
a wealth of learning and networking opportunities; product
showcases and announcements; inspiration and innovation in
the Catalan capital. As well as representatives from Cisco, Citibank, Viacom and IBM, keynote speakers at the 2014 event
included Mark Zuckerberg, Founder & CEO, Facebook, Jan
Koum, Co-founder & CEO, WhatsApp, and Michelle Gallen,
CEO, Shhmooze.
Established in 1932, FIRA hosts shows and congresses
that cover the economy's main sectors, as well as numerous
corporate, social and cultural events. It has two large venues
and offers exhibitors, organisers and visitors all the resources of a modern and efficient institution. It offers a productive
sectors, professionals and entrepreneurs. In order to face the
challenges of globalisation and anticipate market demands, it
combines organisational experience, innovation, technological
development and competitiveness.
In December, Fira de Barcelona's primary focus areas were
outlined by its President Governing Board, Josep Lluís Bonet,
and its CEO, Agustín Cordón, at the meeting of the General
Council, presided by Xavier Trias, Mayor of Barcelona, who
praised the admirable work done by the institution, which he
defined as "one of the main driving forces of Barcelona's
economy and one of the most powerful platforms we have
for showcasing the city's assets to the world and attracting
investment".
The estimated turnover of 2014 was estimated 151.4 million
euros is 25.8% above the budget and 28.5% more than 2013.
Compared with 2012 (a comparable year as regards number
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of exhibitions), the increase is 31.4%. The forecast EBITDA
is 19.6 million euros (the highest achieved to date by Fira de
Barcelona), giving a 105% increase compared with 2013 and
78% compared with 2012.
Together with the foreign promotion of its companies,
Fira works to attract large international events, promote the
growth of its shows, create new events related to emerging sectors, ensure excellent service and organise value added activities. Committed to corporate responsibility, its activity is based
on sustainability, respect for the environment and support of
various charity initiatives.
Fira de Barcelona's strategy is anchored on promoting its
home-grown exhibitions - with a high proportion of professional exhibitions -, diversifying its activities - particularly in
the areas of services and catering-, innovation, cost containment and increasing its international presence on two fronts:
attracting leading events and "exporting" some of its exhibitions to other countries, packaging them with advisory and
management services.
An extensive variety of events. In 2014, the institution hosted 62 exhibitions and congresses and more than 60 corporate,
commercial and sports-related events, its Montjuïc and Gran
Via venues. More than 1,000 different activities took place
during the exhibitions organised by Fira de Barcelona. In addition to the Mobile World Congress, other major exhibitions
have been held, such as Alimentaria, Smart City Expo World
Congress, the Boat Show, Hostelco, Expoquimia, Barcelona
Bridal Week, Tourism, Bizbarcelona, Seafood Expo Southern
Europe, EIBTM, Seatrade Med or Passenger Terminal Expo,
among others.
Fira is a consortium comprised by the Barcelona City Council, the Catalan Generalitat and the Barcelona Chamber of
Commerce, which combines public ownership with autonomous company management.

• 405,000 m2 of gross
exhibition space
• A portfolio of 70 shows of
different frequencies
• 30,000 exhibitors, both
direct and represented
• Over 2.5 million visitors
• 15 European and international
benchmark trade shows
FIRA DE BARCELONA
offers event organisers,
exhibitors and visitors the
resources of a modern, efficient
facility which is committed
to the objectives of economic
growth, internationalisation,
innovation and knowledgesharing.
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• A portfolio of 70 trade shows
covering every key industry.
• Solutions to meet the needs
of exhibitors and event
organisers.
• An outstanding portfolio of
trade fair services: stands,
catering, logistics and
transportation services,
travel and accommodation,
registration systems and
technological tools.

TOURISM

FIRA – The best trade
fair in Europe

FIRA FACTS:
• Two venues: Montjuïc
and Gran Via

• Personalised, efficient
customer service for clients,
visitors and buyers.
• Development of relational
marketing and hosted buyer
programmes’ full potential.

© nito / shutterstock.com

• Industry summit organisation
as part of major trade shows
(congresses, seminars,
symposia, etc.) geared towards
knowledge-sharing, debate
and analysis of trends and
proposals.

"We can therefore say without
doubt that Fira is becoming
increasingly positioned as
a global events operator,"
Agustín Cordón, CEO of Fira de
Barcelona, says, after stressing
that the institution "has
adapted its organisation and
refined its roadmap to face the
challenges of a changing market
where we compete with many
other exhibition organisers and
other types of organisations".

• Established channels
of communication with
professional associations and
public administrations.
• Excellent operational capacity
and proven experience in the
organisation and management of events.
• An international network of
offices located in key strategic
business and economic activity centres.
© Styve Reineck / shutterstock.com

• A commitment to innovation,
design and technology.

© Ivan Garcia / shutterstock.com
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Domènec Biosca (DB)

President, Association of Executives and Experts in Tourism Enterprises

DB: I think we have five challenges or duties, first we needed to keep on increasing the number of high quality hotels
and top international chains which are the ones that bring
the high end tourists. Second, we need to keep the city
clean, safe and in order. Third, we needed to consolidate
our leadership in the organisation of events and conferences. Fourth, we had to continue strengthening the potential
of the port, a key plank that receives many visitors who
come once and then usually repeat. And finally, we need to
promote not only Barcelona, and its famous touristic sites,
but also the many different offerings of Barcelona, which
means promoting its neighbourhoods, squares, markets,
small commerce, specialised shops, etc.
On top of these things any supply of accommodation must
be legal, public, inspected and sanctioned if needed. If we
allow anyone to make money by renting a room to tourists
we would be devaluing our brand since it is not possible to
control those channels. In addition to that we must always
guarantee the order and discipline of the streets.
In a different order of priorities it will be very interesting
to facilitate the shooting of films and any type of events
with global media impact for the city like encouraging the
hosting of international awards ceremonies.
LE: What pillars should support the tourism model of
Barcelona in the medium and long term?

- BIO -

Domenec Biosca has helped
more than 75 companies in
crisis, worked as a CEO and on
several boards as a Director. He
is president of Educatur, where
he developed training videos in
hospitality, collaborating with the
Ministry of Labour and Tourism of
the Generalitat of Catalonia.

DB: Our citizens must love Barcelona and this means
taking care of it and selling it every time without waiting
for the institutions to do so, and helping visitors when we
see that they are lost, and so on. The key players and the
permanent hosts are the citizens of Barcelona.
We need to continue reinforcing the Barcelona brand,
with intensive diversification of the brand, by building
channels, because our current status won’t last forever just
because of the fact that we currently are so popular, we
should know that there is nothing more perishable than a
status.
We should also keep on working at the promotion of the
city in different and new markets while keeping a fluent
and constant relationship with the existing, consolidated
ones.
It’s important also important that all public managers,
entrepreneurs, business leaders and professionals receive
correct training in languages and hosting.

must feel welcomed, comfortable, safe and informed, and I
don't think that any tourist product in Barcelona complies
with all those demands. So that would be our first line of
work.
Besides this, we should strengthen the province of
Barcelona. There are many different and original tourist
attractions in the province and it represents a big untapped
potential: festivals, nature, food and agriculture, etc. We
must give value to that and then there is still work to do
such as improving the transport connections from the city
proper to the province.
Within the city, as I mentioned above, I think we must
give more prominence to the different neighbourhoods,
their historical markets, concert halls, pedestrian streets,
Michelin star restaurants—the whole offering that we can
give to the visitor.

The key players and the
permanent hosts are the
citizens of Barcelona.

LE: The model of public-private partnership has been a
success story in Barcelona for the promotion of tourism.
However some voices speak of excessive weight the hotel
sector represented over other guilds. What other private
sector players should adopt a more leading role in defining the sector strategy and why?
DB: All the players should be promoters of what I call the
“tourism buffet”: hotels, receiving agencies, sending agencies, gastronomy, event organisers, cruises, public safety
officials and so on.
For the tourist sector to work properly, there are many
direct and indirect actors who should be doing their work
correctly and in coordination with each other, as that is
how you consolidate a product and make it welcoming,
comfortable, safe and informative as I said before.
All the actors that have to invest and move to attract clients are proactive, since they are risking their own money.
On the other hand, all those who don't spend their money
or don't move to get clients because they are brought to
them— they are the ones that complain!

LE: Barcelona has many well-known and consolidated
touristic attractions. Nonetheless, an increasing number
of tourist arrivals and the mass concentration of visitors
in certain areas requires a diversification of touristic
claims. What are the new attractions that need to be developed, promoted or consolidated in the next years?
DB: I don't think we have any consolidated products. In my
opinion to consider that a product is consolidated the client
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TOURISM

- INTERVIEW WITH -

LE: The legacy of the image of the Olympic Games of
1992, the urban rehabilitation and the overall appeal
of the city has contributed to the growth of tourism in
Barcelona. After 20 years of growth, what are the current
challenges for the sector?
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Where to eat, sleep,
relax and play
- HOTELS -

- HOTELS -

MAJESTIC HOTEL
& SPA BARCELONA

CONFORTEL
BARCELONA

• EL PATIO DEL MA JESTIC
RESTAURANT

• SITUATED IN THE
CIT Y CENTRE

• L A DOLCE VITA
ROOFTOP TERRACE

• RESTAURANT

• MA JESTIC SPA

• SWIMMING POOL

• BAR / LOUNGE

• MA JESTIC FITNESS

• GYM

• VIP SERVICE

• MEETING ROOMS

• FREE WIFI

• INTERNET POINT

• BUSINESS CENTRE

www.confortelbarcelona.com

www.hotelmajestic.es

Confortel Barcelona is the hotel chain of the ONCE Business
Corporation, created in 1993 to establish both a unique and a
uniform look for the hotel division. All of the stylish rooms at the
Confortel are air-conditioned and have a large private bathroom.
They also come with a flat-screen TV and a mini-bar with free
bottles of mineral water. The restaurant at the Confortel specialises
in Mediterranean cuisine using seasonal products. Set menus are
available, and there is also a snack bar. Llacuna and Poble Nou Metro
Stations are within 300 metres of the hotel, which offers easy access
to the city centre. The tourist bus also stops nearby which can whisk
you into the centre in minutes. Confortel is fully adapted for guests
with reduced mobility.

GUIDE

The emblematic Majestic Hotel and Spa Barcelona, situated on
one of Barcelona’s most desirable streets, Passeig de Gracia, is both
classical yet innovative, elegant and sophisticated. Surrounded by the
architectural masterpieces of Antoni Gaudí, exclusive jewellers and
boutique restaurants, the Majestic Hotel has 275 luxuriously appointed
rooms equipped with all the comforts you may need to fully enjoy your
stay. Relax with a cocktail on the panoramic rooftop terrace , take a
swim ten storeys above the hustle of the city streets below, or pamper
yourself at the Majestic Spa, in the expert hands of our highly trained
staff. Dine on classic Catalan cuisine in Petit Comité, contemporary
snacks in Dolce Vitae, or let the music in El Bar del Majestic move you
to the rhythm of the city.

CASA FUSTER

HOTEL MERCER

HOTEL PULITZER

NERI HOTEL

HOTEL ESPAÑA

HOTEL MARKET
BARCELONA

HOTEL ARTS
BARCELONA

HOTEL CASA
CAMPER

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 105
GUEST SERVICES: Aircon, free wifi, LCD TV, mini
bar, safe deposit box, Loewe
toiletries, free childrens'
pushchairs, full bathroom in
every room, 24-hour front desk
service. DINING: Experience
modern Mediterranean fare in
Restaurante Galaxó with rich yet
simple dishes.
Café Vienés offers cocktails in a
spectacular modernist setting.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 28
GUEST SERVICES: Wooden
floors, designer bathrooms, aircon, mini-bar, rain-effect shower,
Molton Brown toiletries, hair
dryer, slippers, housekeeping
service, free water. DINING:
Chef Xavier Lahuerta brings a
Mediterranean menu with fish
and shellfish from Spain, local
meats, and vegetables from the
garden kitchen.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 92
GUEST SERVICES: 24-hour
front desk, tour desk, ticket
service, luggage storage,
concierge service, laundry, dry
cleaning, trouser press, meeting/
banquet facilities, business
centre and bridal suite.
DINING: At the Visit
Restaurant, you will be able
to savour the pleasure of Slow
Food. The lobby bar and roof
terrace provide a relaxed
atmosphere for drinks.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 22
GUEST SERVICE: Free wifi,
bed linen and pillow menu,
in-room massage menu, plasma
television, mini-bar, safe
deposit box, laundry Service,
shoe polishing service, 24h
room service. DINING: Neri
Restaurant brings together
tradition and modernity in
an intimate setting, with
Mediterranean food served with
care and attention by the chefs.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 82
GUEST SERVICES: Room
service, airport shuttle
(surcharge), 24-hour front desk,
express check-in/check-out.
DINING: Chef Martín
Berasategui harks back to the
concept of the fonda (inn)
through his traditional Spanish
cooking whilst embracing
modernity, much like the aweinspiring Domènech i Montanerdesigned surroundings.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 33

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 483
GUEST SERVICE: Room
service, car hire, 24-hour front
desk, shared lounge/TV area,
laundry, dry cleaning, ironing
service, shoe-shine, business
centre. DINING: Chef Sergi
Arola combines creative flair
and a passion for local traditions
and seasonal ingredients in
two-star Michelin Enoteca, with
Arola, Frank’s, Bites and Marina
supplying the informal eating.

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 25
GUEST SERVICES: Wi-fi
throughout, a fully equipped
business centre, full breakfast
buffet, and - best of all - as many
snacks as you like in the lobby
leaving you feeling thoroughly
pampered. DINING: Now a
Michelin-star rated restaurant,
Dos Palillos offers authentic
Asian dishes served in the
Spanish tapas style for a fusion
experience like no other.

www.hotelneri.com

www.hotelespanya.com

www.hotelartsbarcelona.com

www.casacamper.com

www.hotelescenter.es/hotel-casafuster/
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www.mercerbarcelona.com

www.hotelpulitzer.es

GUEST SERVICES: Fullequipped bathroom, air
conditioning, central heating,
cable TV, free internet access,
phone, some rooms with balcony
or terrace. DINING: Hotel
Market's mouth-watering
menu is based around the
Mediterranean style, going for
the lighter feel and with strong
contemporary touches of Catalan
cuisine for an added local
flavour.
www.andilanahotels.com
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- RESTAURANTS 1

In 1991, Albert and Ferran Adrià
started their work with tapas
in el Bulli, and they turned
this concept into something
really important in their way to
understand cooking. Since then,
a continuous development has
taken place. For them, life tapas
is a global concept that unites
gastronomy to a way of understanding life. A fun way of eating
that makes interpreter who
participates in a play, a journal
of showgirls, a circus vaudeville,
the protagonist of a singing
interlude. A staging of life
itself. Life in the "tapa" no place
for boredom, for sadness and
solitude; there is for the laughs,
complicity and good company.

COMERÇ 24

40-60€
C/ Comerç, 24
+34 34933192102

ALKIMIA

40-60€
Industria, 79
+34 932 07 61 15

2

Jordi Vilà the Chef of Alkimia
is part of the young guard of the
new Catalan cuisine along with
his wife Sonia Profitós.
Hidden behind the Sagrada
Familia, this restaurant with
minimalist decor, white walls
and a relaxed atmosphere offers
imaginative and colourful food,
using as their base traditional
dishes of the region and giving
them a touch of originality.
Alkimia was awarded its first
Michelin star in 2005, followed
a year later by the Best Pastry
Chef award from “The Best in
Gastronomy” guide, which gave
the restaurant a score of 8.5.

5

3

A new restaurant made on a
shoestring budget but with an
imaginative concept, Oval sits at
the top of the pile when it comes
to simplicity. Specialising in
burgers, the gastronomic offering is high-concept. Diners are
presented with a menu on arrival
where they can create their very
own burger, everything from
the type of bun, the dressings,
the sauces, the condiments and
side dishes. The waiter service
and fantastic sound system (and
play-list) reinforce the high-end
take on burgers, that most democratic of dishes.

BETLEM

20-30€
C/ de Girona, 70
+34 932 65 51 05

ABAC

40-60€
Avda. Tibidabo, 1
+34 933 196 600

6

The restaurant has 2 Michelin
stars, and was nominated as The
Best Restaurant 2011 in Catalonia by the Catalan Academy of
Gastronomy, can seat up to 56
diners. Chef Jordi Cruz and his
team of young professionals develop a creative cuisine of superb
technique, based on the product
and which meets both creativity
and tradition. In addition, the
attentive yet friendly service creates a professional, yet relaxed
atmosphere.

PAKTA

40-60€
Lleida 5
+34 936 24 01 77

4

Pakta means "union" in the
Quechua language of Peru: a
union of two cultures, a union of
two gastronomies. The interior
design emerges from this same
idea, considering that Japanese
cuisine is the basis of Nikkei
gastronomy but wrapped in
Peruvian tastes, colours, traditions and ingredients. The basic
elements of the restaurant such
as the bars, the kitchen and the
furniture are designed with a
clear reference to the architecture of the traditional Japanese
and the Peruvian.

YOI YOI
GION UDON

9

20-50€
Av Diagonal, 383
+34 931 24 87 01

Gion is one of three major
Japanese national holidays
(Gion Matsuri). Yoi is a party last
night. So Yoi Yoi Gion means
"two days before Festival Gion.
In Japanese, Yoi means "good."
The udon is made by original
machinery from Japan, and they
serve udon main courses and
Japanese tapas to nibble. Yoi Yoi
don't use artificial ingredients or
flavours, and of course, the flour
is organic.

BAMBAROL

25-60€
Santaló, 21
+34 932 50 70 74

7

Betlem has survived two wars,
one dictatorship, globalisation,
fast food and big shopping centres, all by combining true flavours with modern cuisine. After
five years of managing Betlem as
a traditional deli shop, its owner
and chef, Víctor Ferrer, decided
to give the place a twist towards
becoming a gastrobar, all the
while keeping the authenticity
and history of the venue intact.
The idea behind his concept of
a gastrobar is that quality food
and elaborate cooking don’t always have to come on big plates
with small portions that cost a
fortune.

Chef Carles Abellan’s rebellious
and creative streak has become
one of the most imaginative
concepts in the ‘affordable and
fun ideas’ zone of fine dining.
In 2007, Comerç 24 earned a
Michelin star, which the restaurant still maintains. Combining
elaborate and sophisticated
tastes and local cuisine, 24
unites tradition and evolution
together and raises the level of
contemporary haute cuisine.
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OVAL

10-20€
València 199
+34 930 102 647

EL SUQUET DE
L'ALMIRALL

10

20-80€
Passeig Don Joan Borbó Comte
Barcelona, 65
+34 932 21 62 33
Offering relaxing views of the
Paseo Port Vell, Suquet de
L'Almirall is an open-air terrace
with room for 24 with views
of the Paseo Port Vell, a main
dining room with marine decor
for 42, and a basement where
we keep photographs, and press
cuttings about the restaurant.
A great place for small family
reunions or business lunches.
The restaurant is 20 metres from
the beach and100 metres from
the public car park. The whole
restaurant is equipped for wheelchair access, and has air-con for
hot summer days.

BLITZ

EL NACIONAL

20-50€
Passeig de Gràcia, 24
+34 935 18 50 53

Alta Taberna Paco Meralgo offers
a different way of having a bite
to eat. Paco Meralgo opened
in 2002 and occupies the old
Restaurant L’Olivé premises.
The new concept introduces
high tables and stools, and a
minimalist style that provides
this space with a pleasant and
uninhibited ambience, where
you can eat tapas and small
plates without losing the quality
and exquisite taste that fine
restaurant food provides.

Tucked away behind Barcelona's classiest boulevard,
El Nacional represents an
innovative concept that marks a
turning point in culinary trends,
with a thousand ways to feed the
soul. El Nacional offers a meat
restaurant, a fish restaurant, a
tapas and rice restaurant and a
fast-food deli restaurant; four
distinct areas, as well as four
specialised bars for beer, wine,
cava and cocktails. El Nacional
is Barcelona's restaurant of the
moment, a place to immerse
oneself in the life of the city.

MEXCL A

15-25€
Ramón y Cajal, 35
+34 930 07 39 38
Mexcla is an interesting
Mexican restaurant that avoids
stereotypes to offer authentic
Mexican cuisine with a
Mediterranean touch. Ideal for
dinner with friends or a partner,
or even at the end of a night for
one of the star cocktails of the
house, the Margarita or a classic
Michelada, to be accompanied
by spiritual, ethnic music.

Bambarol offers up
Mediterranean cuisine that
is open to other influences
from around the world, and
their products and techniques.
Showing off the gastronomic
skill of Catalan grandmothers
and mothers, they try to honour
the people who raised us from
birth by expressing the variety
of Catalan recipes. The cuisine is
seasonal and they truly make the
products sing, while adapting
each to the beat that marks the
cycles of nature and the seasons.

10-20€
Plaça d'Urquinaona, 8
+34 932 68 35 27

PACO MERALGO

35-40€
Muntaner, 171
+34 934 30 90 27

GUIDE

TICKETS

40-60€
Avinguda Paral·lel 164
+34 932 92 42 53

- RESTAURANTS -

8

Blitz is a little sandwich that
wants to serve the locals and
travellers in the city centre a
quick bite, but better. Extra large
pastrami sandwiches, chicken,
salmon, roast beef, seitan, classic
bikinis (Spanish toasted sandwiches), Frankfurt with crispy
onions and jalapenos or even a
traditional entrepan (sandwich)
of salami are just some of its
culinary offerings designed to
entice weary people inside. A
destination to stay and enjoy
a pink lemonade or a even refreshing aperitif. Blitz has been
designed to make your day nicer
and full of cheer, so when you
see this corner bar, you should
stop to take a moment and enjoy
the surroundings.

CHERIFF

25-60€
Carrer de Ginebra, 15
+34 933 19 69 84
An off the beaten track favourite
for paella, buried deep in the
Barceloneta neighbourhood,
Cheriff is one of the more
authentic places to eat by the
beach. It is recommended to
arrive before you want to eat as
you may have to fight through
a crowd of locals to find a table,
although taking a ‘vermut de la
casa’ and watching the world
walk by is not unpleasant. The
squid and crayfish are highly
rated.
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- ITINERARIES -

- ITINERARIES -

1) BARCELONA SHORT WALKS
2) MONTSERRAT
3) PENEDÈS + TARRAGONA
4) BAQUEIRA BERET, L A MOLINA & VIC
5) FIGUERES + CAP DE CREU + GIRONA

SHORT WALKS
Barcelona is a walking city.
Compact, with new places to
discover on each and every corner, feel the history as you wind
your way around centuries old
streets, sipping café con leche (or
a caña - small beer) as you go.
Or marvel at modern architectural wonders that spring up in
the most unexpected of places
(MACBA in Raval), and seem
both alien and perfectly at home
where they landed.
We recommend either wandering to get lost (you are never
far away from a landmark to
find your bearings), or taking
an organised tour. The Barcelona tourism board run some
fantastic walking tours that will
take you all over the city, and
allow you to visit many of the
modernist wonders the city has
to behold. You can find further
information at: www.barcelonaturisme.com/themed-routes
at very reasonable rates starting
from €6.30 for children and
from €19.90 for adults. There are
also many independent tours,
one of our favourites being www.
travelbar.com/es/free-walking-tour, which is free, so only
tip what you feel the tour was
worth.
TIME: From 2 hours.
FIND OUT MORE: on walking
tours here, www.barcelonaturisme.
com/Themed-routes, and here www.
travelbar.com/es/free-walking-tour

BARCELONA TO
MONTSERRAT
Montserrat is one of the most
famous natural wonders of the
region; a startling 1,235-metre
high mountain that dominates
its surroundings with both its
beauty and imposing appearance. The mountain was Spain’s
first national park and holds
a special place in the hearts of
Catalans as a place of leisure and
spiritual reflection. Montserrat is
reachable by local rail from Plaça
Espanya at half past the hour
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from platform R5, which can be
difficult to find, so leave plenty
of time to buy tickets and find it!
Tickets prices start from €10.75
for a single, €19 for a return, and
€26.60 for a "trans Montserrat"
ticket, which includes a return
ticket to use the funicular trains
that take you to the monastery
and other destinations on the
mountain itself. We recommend
this ticket, as the walk up Montserrat is quite steep. When you
arrive there are many activities,
from walking atop to admire the
views of Catalonia, touring the
museum, visiting the monastery
and eating in the restaurant.
TIME: 1 day.
FIND OUT MORE: www.montserratvisita.com

BARCELONA TO
PENEDÈS
Penedès is the pride of Catalonia, and its main wine producing
region, the home of cava and
a major exporter of fine wines
around the world. It is also one
of the most scenic areas of the
region, covering an expanse
of rolling hills, a mountainous
interior and some wonderful
beaches close to the major city
of the area, Tarragona. Penedès
has been producing wine for
over 1,500 years now, and many
historical reports suggest the
practice goes even further back,
to the beginnings of the Roman
times.
Vilafranca del Penedès is considered the home of cava, and there
are many internationally famous
producers based here, from
Cordoníu to Freixenet .The area
is accessible via public transport
from Plaça Espanya and Sants
Estacio in Barcelona, but to truly
gain an insight, hiring a car is
highly recommended.
TIME: Minimum 2 days
FIND OUT MORE: about trips and
other excursions here: www.enoturismepenedes.cat

BARCELONA TO
BAQUEIRA BERET, L A
MOLINA & VIC

Barcelona and Catalonia are so
much more than just sun, sand
and sea, you can also enjoy some
of the best skiing in the Pyrenees
just over 2.5 hours away. There
are many resorts to try, but our
recommendations are Baqueira Beret, where you can rub
shoulders with the political and
economic elite and enjoy some
fantastic slopes, and La Molina,
which attracts the younger
crowd thanks to its ease of access, directly from the centre of
Barcelona via the regional trains.
However, we highly recommend
hiring a car to take the most
scenic routes and give you the
ability to travel further around
the area. Vic is a well-preserved
medieval town deep in the Catalan countryside, and the home of
fuet, a preserved sausage that is
ever present on tapas menus in
the region.

to hire a car for your next leg of
the journey, which will take you
to Cap de Creu and Cadaqués.
The drive from Girona to Cap
de Creu will take just under two
hours, through some spectacular
scenery, and as you arrive to a
warming lunch and views of the
windswept peninsular await.
The drive back to Cadaqués is
around 30 minutes, depending
on traffic, where you should stay
the night before returning to
Barcelona (or not!).

BAQUEIRA
BERET

ANDORRA

L A MOL INA
FIGUERES

CADAQUÈS

TIME: Minimum 2 days.
FIND OUT MORE: www.turismedebarcelona.net.

This could be called the Dali
trip, as we are taking you on a
journey deep into the world of
the famous surrealist painter.
Figueres is the city where you
will find the Dali museum, and
the city connects directly to Barcelona via the regional train network. The city itself is compact,
yet very beautiful with numerous
good eateries and a marvellous
shopping area. After lunch,
travel to Girona, the capital of
this area of Catalonia, by a quick
ride on the regional train network to discover one of the most
picturesque towns in the whole
of Spain. Colourful houses dot
the riverside that runs through
the centre, and we recommend
staying one night here, and then

GIRONA

VIC

MONTSERRAT

PÈNEDES

TIME: Minimum 2 days.
FIND OUT MORE: about Baqueira
Beret here: www.baqueira.es and
La Molina here: www.lamolina.cat/
hivern.

BARCELONA TO
FIGUERES, GIRONA,
CAP DE CREU AND
CADAQUÉS

CAP DE CREAU

GUIDE

BARCELONA

BARC ELONA
PA R K G U E L L

SAGRADA
FA M I L I A

TARRAGONA

BARC ELONA

1) Barcelona highlights
2) Barcelona to Montserrat
2) Barcelona to Penedès, Tarragona
3) Barcelona to Baqueira Beret, La Molina, Vic
4) Barcelona to Figueres, Girona, Cap de Creu, Cadaqués
Restaurants

M O N TJ U I C

Hotels
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- HELPFUL HINTS -

SOME GUIDANCE FOR YOUR VISIT TO BARCELONA
CONSUL ATES

ALTHOUGH tipping isn't necessary in bars or restuarants, it is
appreciated, as waiters' salaries
tend to be low. If you do tip, you
will be popular with the staff.

LIKE MOST major cities,
Barcelona has its fair share of
pickpockets. Be particularly
vigilant on the underground
(Metro), the beach, tourist sites
and any crowded areas.

COFFEE is as much a part of
life in Barcelona as the football
team. Cafés con leche, cortados,
and carajillos are variants you
will come to know and love within your first few days.

THE OFFICIAL languages are
Catalan and Spanish, although
in tourist areas, English is widely
spoken. A few words go a long
way, so brush up on hola, gracias
and adios to make fast friends.

GETTING around Barcelona
is a breeze. It is one of the most
well-connected cities in Europe,
with an extensive bus and Metro
system, reasonably priced-taxis
and grid-style streets.

IF USING public transport, buy
a 'T-10.' More than one person
can use each ticket and it is valid
for 10 journeys. A T10 costs just
under €10 and is available in
kiosks and Metro stations.

BARCELONA's beaches get very
busy in the summer. The best
time of day to go is either first
thing in the morning or between
2pm and 4pm when the locals
will be elsewhere having lunch.

A THREE-COURSE lunchtime
menu del dia is a fantastic way
to enjoy typical Mediterranean
cuisine. Even the most sophisticated restaurants will usually
have a reasonably-priced deal.

© BCD Barcelona Centre de Disseny

ALTHOUGH there are people
selling the local Estrella beer
on the streets for one euro after
hours, don't be tempted to buy
one as you risk incurring a
€12.50 fine for street drinking.

USEFUL NUMBERS

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

Barcelona City Council
+34 93 402 7000

Police: 092
Mossos d'Esquadra
(Catalan local police): 112
Medical Emergencies: 061
Fire: 080
Barcelona Information: 010

Government of Catalonia
+34 90 240 0012
El Consorci Barcelona
+34 93 263 8111
Barcelona Activa
+34 93 401 9777
Airport El Prat
+34 90 240 4704
Barcelona Design Centre
+34 93 218 2822
Renfe (National Railway)
+34 90 232 0320
Aigues de Barcelona
+34 93 342 2000
Fundació Puigvert
+34 93 416 9700
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CAR RENTAL
Avis: +34 902 11 02 75
Europcar: +34 93 52 92710
Hertz: +34 93 298 3637
Sixt: +34 90 249 1616
National Atesa: +34 93 521 9095
AIRLINES
Air France: +34 90 220 7090
British Airways: +34 90 211 1333
KLM: +34 90 222 2747
Lufthansa: +34 90 288 3882
Iberia: +34 90 111 1500
Vueling: +34 90 248 6648

GUIDE
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AUSTRIA
Tel: +34 93 368 6003
BELGIUM
Tel: +34 93 467 7080
BRAZIL
Tel: +34 93 215 6486
CANADA
Tel: +34 93 412 7236
CHILE
Tel:+34 93 318 8586
CHINA
Tel: +34 93 254 1199
CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel: +34 93 241 3236
ESTONIA
Tel: +34 93 416 0011
FRANCE
Tel: +34 93 270 3000
GERMANY
Tel: +34 93 292 1000
HUNGARY
Tel: +34 93 405 1950
INDONESIA
Tel: +34 93 487 6884
IRELAND
Tel: +34 93 491 5021
ITALY
Tel: +34 93 467 7305
FINLAND
Tel: +34 93 443 1598
JAPAN
Tel: +34 93 280 3433
LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +34 93 292 2268
MEXICO
Tel: +34 93 201 1822
MORROCO
Tel: +34 93 289 2530
NETHERLANDS
Tel: +34 93 363 5420
NORWAY
Tel: +34 93 218 4983
POLAND
Tel:+34 93 322 0542
PORTUGAL
Tel:+34 93 318 8150
ROMANIA
Tel: +34 93 434 4345
RUSSIA
Tel: +34 93 280 0220
SWITZERLAND
Tel: +34 93 409 0650
TURKEY
Tel: +34 93 317 9231
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +34 91 334 2194
UNITED STATES
Tel: +34 93 280 2227
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